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Let f be a bistable nonlinearity such as u&u3. We consider multi-peaked stationary
solutions to the CahnHilliard equation ut=&2(=2 2u+ f (u)) in 0, un=
 2un=0 on 0, with the average value of u in the metastable region. By ‘‘multi-
peaked’’ we mean states which, as =  0, tend to a constant value everywhere except
for a finite number of points, which we call nuclei, in 0, where the states tend to
a different constant value. For any N we find such solutions with N peaks located
at certain geometrically identified points. The proof is based on a dynamical
systems viewpoint where the stationary solutions being sought are equilibrium
points on a finite-dimensional invariant manifold of multi-peaked states. In addi-
tion to the existence of these solutions we also discuss their strong instability,
justifying the name nuclei for the points of concentration.  2000 Academic Press
Notation
As an aid, we collect here various notations which are introduced more
precisely in the body of the paper.
0, a smooth bounded domain in R3 (we work in R3 for definiteness,
Rn is similar).
!=(!1 , ..., !N) points such that !i # 0 with 12 d(!i , !j), d(!i , 0)$>0
for i, j=1, ..., N and i{ j,
d(x, y)=|x& y| , and
d(x, S)=inf [d(x, y): y # S].
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0i =0 & [x: |x&!i |< |x&!j | for each j{i]
d!i =min[d(!i , 0),
1
2 d(!i , [!j]j{i)].
d !=min i d
!
i .
d(x)=d(x, 0).
di (x)=d(x, 0i).
u!, a function having spikes at !1 , ..., !N , satisfying u!n=0 on 0,
0 u
!=|0| u with u a constant independent of !, and u! almost
satisfying the equation
2(&=2 2u+F $(u))=0. (V)
u! is defined precisely in steps ending in (2.14).
u i, a radially symmetric solution to (V), centered at !i and having a
spike there.
Li.#&=2 2.+F"(u i) ..
V ih#(u
ixh )&u ixh &L2 (R3) , h=1, 2, 3 span the kernel of Li.
L(.)#&=2 2.+F $(.).
L0#L(.)&(1|0| ) 0 F $(.) dx is the mass-conserving AllenCahn
operator.
F(r, s)#F $(r+s)&F $(r)&F"(r) s.
&=lim |x|   - F"(u i (x)).
X=[v=(v1, ..., vN) : vi # C 1(0 ), |vi (x)|+= |Dvi (x)|C e&(32)(&^=) d!
(e&(&^=) di (x)+e&(&^=) d(x)+e&(&^=) d!)]
&v&X =max i=1, ..., N, j=0, 1 =
j |(D jvi)(x)|.
1. INTRODUCTION
Rapid quenching of a binary alloy, initially homogeneous, may bring the
alloy into a region of the phase diagram where the homogeneous phase is
not stable but the minimum of the free energy corresponds to two well
separated phases, phases being described by mass fractions. When this is
the case, complicated separation phenomena take place before the system
reaches its final two phase state. Depending on the initial concentration
and final temperature, phase separation develops according to one of
two main routes: ‘‘spinodal decomposition’’ and ‘‘nucleation.’’ Spinodal
decomposition refers to the situation where separation occurs immediately
after quenching into a fine two-phase mixture with very rapid spatial
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oscillations between the two stable concentration states. This fine mixture
then coarsens and slowly evolves toward the final two phase state. Nucleation
consists of the formation of isolated small regions, nuclei, with a different
concentration appearing at random in the core of a previously homo-
geneous phase. Then nuclei grow in size and number and finally coalesce
into larger and larger regions and at the same time their concentration
adjusts to the final value. Nuclei which are too small may ‘‘melt’’ and dis-
appear. Nuclei are unstable structures but nevertheless are commonly
observed in experiments. To explain how this can happen we refer to Fig. 1
that schematically represents a possible behavior of the free energy J of the
system versus u, the function u: 0  R describing the spatial distribution of
the relative concentration of the two components in the region 0 occupied
by the alloy. The horizontal axis in the diagram in Fig. 1 therefore represents
a function space and is not linearly ordered. For u#u , u being the average
concentration of the alloy, J has a local minimum but the margin of stability
of u#u is very small and small disturbances can get the system out of the
basin of attraction of u allowing the system to evolve toward u0 , a global
minimizer of J, or toward some other low energy equilibrium. In so doing,
average concentration must be preserved. A continuous path taking the
alloy from u to u0 has to cross the boundary B of the basin of attraction,
B, of the homogeneous equilibrium u#u . Therefore patterns correspond-
ing to u belonging to B are necessarily seen along the path. Moreover
small perturbations will force the system along paths crossing B where
J | B is small. The set where J | B is small is expected to have a rather
complicated structure since arbitrary perturbations in u which are moderately
small typically give states which do not lie in B. Furthermore, as we shall
see, there are many stationary states which are small perturbations of u .
Minimizers of J |B are almost equal to u aside from small regions, the
nuclei, where the concentration drastically changes. Therefore the energy of
these minimizers just exceeds the energy of u#u . In addition, changing the
positions and the number of nuclei slightly changes the energy and there-
fore B contains large sets of functions with structure similar to that of the
minimizer. This may explain the experimental occurrence of nuclei in spite
FIG. 1. Energy diagram.
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of their intrinsic instability and also the fact that nuclei appear at random
inside the homogeneous phase.
A widely accepted model for spinodal decomposition is the CahnHilliard
equation [CH],
{
ut=2(&=2 2u+F $(u)),
u
n
=

n
2u=0,
x # 0,
x # 0,
(1.1)
where 0/Rn is a smooth bounded domain, u is a normalized concentra-
tion of one of the two components of the alloy and F(u) represents the bulk
free energy after quenching. This is a single fourth order parabolic equation
which, provided the parameter =>0 is sufficiently small, seems to possess
such an ample variety of solutions to describe, at least from a qualitative
point of view, a surprising amount of the rich phenomenology of phase
separation. The CahnHilliard equation is a gradient system associated to
the energy functional
J=(u)=|
0 \
=2
2
|{u|2+F(u)+ (1.2)
with respect to the Hilbert space X=[, # H&1(0) : 0 ,=0]. In agree-
ment with the idea of the existence of two equally stable phases, F(u) is
assumed to have two nondegenerate minima, taken to be 0, at u=\1, the
values of the normalized concentration corresponding to the two coexisting
phases. A typical choice is F(u)=(1&u2)2. We assume F # C3. From
Green’s identity it follows that
|
0
u=const (1.3)
along solutions to (1.1), in agreement with the conservation of the average
mass fraction of the two components of the alloy. One would like to know
if the CahnHilliard equation is also a good model for nucleation. For the
one dimensional case, 0=(0, 1), Bates and Fife [BF2] have proved the
following theorem which is consistent with the above description of the
phenomenon. Before stating the theorem we recall that, given u # (&1, 1),
the constant u#u is a stationary solution of (1.1) and its stability depends
on whether u belongs to the ‘‘metastable set’’ [s # (&1, 1) : F"(s)>0],
where it is stable, or to the ‘‘spinodal interval’’ [s # (&1, 1) : F"(s)<0],
where it is unstable. We assume that F" has only two zeros &1<u&
<u+<1.
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Theorem 1.1. Assume n=1 and 0=(0, 1). Assume that u # (&1, 1)
belongs to the metastable set. Then there is = >0 such that for each = # (0, = )
there exists a stationary solution u= of Eq. (1.1) with the following properties:
(i) |
1
0
u==u ,
(ii) lim
=  0
u=(x)={u ,u

{u
for x # (0, 1] uniformly in compacta
for x=0,
(iii) 0<J=(u=)&J(u )=O(=),
(iv) u= is unstable with Morse index 1 and the principal eigenvalue of
the linearized operator at u= satisfies
*=>C=2.
Remark 1.2. If u is a stationary solution of (1.1) also u(1&}) is a
stationary solution of (1.1). By pasting together rescaled versions of u= and
u=(1&}) it is possible to show that given N1 there exist =N>0 such that,
for = # (0, =N), there exist stationary solutions of (1.1) possessing N equally
spaced ‘‘spikes’’ that can be considered as representing N nuclei. Such a
solution has Morse index at least N. More recently, in [GN], the authors
give the Morse indices of all steady states to a one-parameter family of
equations, in one space dimension, which includes both the CahnHilliard
and conserved AllenCahn equations with the cubic nonlinearity.
Besides Theorem 1.1, [BF2] provides a formal analysis that uses two
time scales and two space scales to show the existence of an orbit of (1.1)
connecting u= to the global minimizer u0 . Also, [GN] contains rigorous
results concerning the existence of connecting orbits for the family of
equations mentioned above in one space dimension. For general results
concerning the existence of connecting orbits for bistable equations,
see [M].
In this paper we study the higher dimensional case 0/Rn, n2. We
state and prove our results assuming n=3 but the arguments are general.
Our main results are the following theorems.
Theorem 1.3 (Existence of Multi-nuclei Equilibria). Assume n=3. Let
u # (1&a, 1), a>0 and sufficiently small, and a natural number N1 be
given. Then there exists =0>0 such that, for each = # (0, =0) there are points
!=1 , ..., !
=
N # 0 and a stationary solution u
= to (1.1) with the following properties.
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(i)
1
|0| |0 u
==u ,
(ii) lim=  0 u=(=y+! =i )=U*( | y| ), i=1, ..., N, where U*: [0, )
is a smooth function increasing in (0, ), U4 *(0)=0
and |u &U*(r)|<Ce&cr for some constants C, c>0. Moreover,
the convergence is uniform on compact sets.
(iii) { |!
=
i &!
=
j |>2d0 ,
d(! =i , 0)>d0 ,
where d0>0 is a constant that depends only
on 0 and N.
(iv) 0<J=(u=)&J(u )=O(=).
(v) u= is unstable with Morse index N and the first N eigenvalues
of the linearized operator at u= satisfy
*=>C=2. (1.4)
If the gradient of J= is taken with respect to X=[, # L2(0) : 0 ,=0],
then instead of CahnHilliard one obtains the AllenCahn equation with
conserved mass:
{
ut==2 2u&F $(u)+
1
|0| |0 F $(u),
u
n
=0,
x # 0,
x # 0.
(1.5)
This equation and the CahnHilliard equation have for each value of u the
same set of stationary solutions. Therefore the statements (i), (ii), (iii) in
Theorem 1.3, and Theorem 1.5 (given below) and their consequences also
apply to the AllenCahn equation with conserved mass. Furthermore, in
Theorem 1.3 estimate (iv) on the energy and (v) on the Morse index, still
hold for (1.5). We use the fact that these two stationary solution sets are
the same to simplify our analysis but show the development of the method
first for the CahnHilliard equation.
Remark 1.4. An analogous statement holds true if u # (&1, &1+a).
Existence of stationary solutions to (1.1) with one spike on 0 was
recently proved by Wei and Winter [WW] by a variational method.
Related results, giving boundary spike layer solutions for semilinear elliptic
equations can be found in the early papers of Lin, Ni, and Takagi [LNT],
Ni, Pan, and Takagi [NPT], Ni and Takagi [NT1NT3], Z. Q. Wang
[Wg], X. Pan [P], C. Gui [G], and the references therein. Interior spike
solutions for the Dirichlet problem were recently found by Ni and Wei in
[NW]. Multiple boundary spike solutions to (1.1) are given in [BDS],
extending the ideas of [WW]. For a good recent survey on spike layer
solutions, see [N].
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In the time since this paper was completed but before the general distri-
bution of preprints, many interesting and independent works have become
available. Gui, Ghoussoub, Li, Wei, and Winter, in [GG, GW, GWW, Li,
WW1WW3] have reported the existence of boundary and interior spike-
layer solutions to a wide variety of elliptic equations and systems. In [Li]
the author treats the semilinear elliptic problem without a mass constraint
and finds solutions with many peaks, these being located at points of the
boundary where the mean curvature has a critical point which is non-
degenerate in a weak sense.
Independently, similar results were reported in [WW1] but for a wider
class of equations. In [GWW] again multiple boundary spike solutions are
found but these have their many peaks near a single local minimum of the
mean curvature. We conjecture that the same is true with multi-peaks near
any nondegenerate saddle point of the mean curvature and furthermore,
these peaks should be approximately along the strong unstable manifold
of the vector field given by the gradient of the mean curvature of the
boundary. The results of [GWW] are extended to the CahnHilliard
equation in [WW2].
Solutions to a semilinear elliptic Neumann problem having multiple
interior spikes are exhibited in [GW]. In [WW3] the authors, who were
unaware of our results, report on the existence of solutions to the Cahn
Hilliard equation having multiple interior spikes. As with the other results
mentioned in this and the preceding two paragraphs, a LiapunovSchmidt
reduction scheme is used in the vicinity of multi-peaked approximate
solutions. This is similar to our quasi-invariant manifold approach in
which we reduce the problem of finding multi-spike solutions to the
problem of finding critical points of a vector field on a finite-dimensional
manifold consisting of multi-spike states and which is almost invariant with
respect to CahnHilliard dynamics. In our case we are also able to give the
precise asymptotic location of spikes in general smooth domains and also
prove that these solutions are very unstable. Showing the existence of the
quasi-invariant manifold and carefully estimating the vector field on that
manifold requires a considerable amount of delicate analysis. As we have
remarked, in the one dimensional cases spikes appear at equally spaced
points since these solutions are periodic. In the higher dimensional case the
problem of locating the points !=i inside 0 is not so simple and the location
of points where stationary spikes can occur depends on the geometry of
0. But it is still true that spikes are attracted to one another and to 0
and therefore many can exist in equilibrium, albeit unstable, only when,
in some sense, they are attracted equally by their neighbors, including
those reflected in 0. Since the attraction depends upon distance in an
exponential way, the distances to their nearest neighbors must be almost
equal.
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On the other hand the geometry of 0 enters in a nontrivial way in the
characterization of the sets of points [!1 , ..., !N]/0, N1, where N
spikes can localize when =  0. For instance (see Fig. 2), depending on the
geometry of 0, the points !i can be chosen in such a way that given any
subset [!i1 , ..., !iM], with 1MN, there exists a stationary solution of
(1.1) with M spikes that localize at !i1 , ..., !iM . That is, the N spikes are non-
interacting to leading order and each one of them can exist independently
of the others as a consequence of its interaction with the boundary. More
complicated situations are also possible (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 6) where
[!1 , ..., !N] can be divided in two subsets [!1 , ..., !M], [!M+1 , ..., !N] in
such a way that the spikes at !1 , ..., !M can exist independently of spikes at
!M+1 , ..., !N , while the latter spikes can exist independently from each
other but only if also the spikes of the first group are present. That is, the
spikes at !1 , ..., !M do not interact with the ones at !M+1 , ..., !N , but spikes
at !M+1 , ..., !N do interact in an essential way with the spikes at !1 , ..., !M .
The observation employed here is that being a nearest neighbor is not a
symmetric property.
To give precise statements, we need some notation. Given ! # 0, let S!
be the set of mirror images of ! with respect to 0, that is, the set S! is
defined by
S!=[x # R3 : _ y # 0 such that y is the mid-point
of the segment [!, x], and this segment is orthogonal to 0 at y].
Given !1 , ..., !N # 0 define d!i :=
1
2 d(!i , Si _ [!j : j{i]) where d is the
standard Euclidean distance and Si=S!i. Also define
ai =[’: ’ # [!j : j{i], d(!i , ’)=2d
!
i ]
bi =[’: ’ # S i , d(! i , ’)=2d
!
i ]
 i=
a
i _ 
b
i .
For ’ # i we let u’i =(’&!i )|’&! i |. If ’ # 
a
i then there is j # [1, ..., N]
such that ’=!j . In this case we also write uij=(!j&!i )|!j&!i |. Let w=
(w1 , ..., wN) # (R3)N be a vector defined by
wi= :
!j #  i
a
:iju ij+ :
’ #  i
b
:’i u
’
i , (1.6)
where :ij , :’i are strictly positive numbers and
!j # ai and !i # 
a
j O :ij=:ji . (1.7)
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Let K/(R3)N be the set of w=(w1 , ..., wN) generated by (1.6) when
:ij , :’i >0 are changed in all possible ways that satisfy (1.7).
Finally, we say that the N-tuple (!1 , ..., !N) is generic if, for each
i=1, ..., N and each ’ # bi
d!i }h {1, h=1, 2, (1.8)
where }h , h=1, 2 are the principal curvatures of 0 at y, the mid-point of
the segment [! i , ’]. In our convention }h is taken to be positive if the cen-
ter of curvature of the corresponding section of 0 lies on the same side of
0 as !i , being also on the normal to 0 at y.
Note that the definition of d!i implies d
!
i }h1. Therefore (1.8) is actually
equivalent to
1&d!i }h>0.
With the above notation we can now give sufficient conditions for a set
of N points in 0 to be the asymptotic locations of nuclei in a steady state
solution to (1.1).
Theorem 1.5. Assume !1 , ..., !N # 0 with !i{!j when i{ j forms a
generic N-tuple such that
(i) K contains the origin of R3N
(ii) The only solution ! of the linear equations
{(!
 j&! i , u ij)=0,
(! i , u’i ) =0,
!j # ai ,
’ # bi ,
i=1, ..., N
i=1, ..., N
(1.9)
is the trivial solution ! i=0, i=1, ..., N.
(iii) d!i <
5
4d
!
j for all i and j.
Then there is =0>0 such that for each = # (0, =o) there exist points
!=1 , ..., !
=
N # 0 and a stationary solution u
= to (1.1) with the properties
|!=i &!i |<Const. =.
1
|0| |0 u
==u
lim
=  0
u=(=y+!=i )=U*( | y| ), i=1, ..., N.
Results similar to the ones stated for the CahnHilliard and the Mass
Conserving AllenCahn equation can be derived also for the reaction-
diffusion equation
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{
ut==2 2u+ f (u),
u
n
=0,
x # 0
x # 0
under the assumption that the equation 2U+ f (U)=0 in Rn admits a
radial nonconstant solution that approaches a constant exponentially fast
at infinity. In fact, as we shall see, the proof of Theorem 1.5 also covers this
case which can be recovered by setting cN+1=0 in the proof of Theorem
3.1. From the proof of Theorem 1.5 it seems that the need for assumption
(iii) is a consequence of the mass constraint. From the estimates in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 below it is reasonable to expect that in the special
case of the reaction-diffusion equation assumption (iii) can be relaxed or
even deleted. In fact, using the approach of approximate invariant manifolds,
which we employ here, Kowalczyk in [K] has proved this result and related
it to the GiererMeinhardt system.
Remark 1.6. Assume 0 has a plane of symmetry ? and let x~ be the
symmetric point of x with respect to ?. Assume that [!1 , ..., !N] is also
symmetric with respect to ? and let @~ # [1, ..., N] be defined by the condi-
tion that !i and !@~ are symmetric with respect to ?. Then the same conclu-
sion of Theorem 1.5 holds and moreover u= satisfies u=(x~ )=u=(x), provided
the assumptions (i), (ii) are replaced by
(i)$ K?=[w # K : :ij=:@~ }~ ; :’i =:
’~
@~ ] contains the origin of R
3N.
(ii)$$ The only solution of the linear system for ! in (ii) which is
symmetric with respect to ? is the trivial solution ! i=0, i=1, ..., N.
Remark 1.7. Theorem 1.5 has a simple and expressive mechanical inter-
pretation. For simplicity we discuss it only in the special case when d!i has
the same value for all i, call it d!j . Let S i be the closed ball of center !i and
radius d !. Then S i and S j are in contact if and only if !j # ai and !i # 
a
j .
If S i and S j are in contact, :ij uij and :ji uji can be regarded as the forces of
constraint exchanged by two rigid spheres in contact. Similarly :’i u
’
i can be
interpreted as the force of constraint exerted by the rigid boundary 0 on
S i . Therefore (i) is equivalent to the requirement that the nonvanishing
forces of constraint are in equilibrium keeping the N rigid spheres S i in
contact with 0 and among themselves. Also condition (ii) has a straight-
forward kinematical interpretation: it says that there is no nontrivial
displacement of the spheres which does not change the distance between
nearest neighbors and their distance from 0, if ‘‘virtual’’ neighbors are
among the nearest neighbors. From these observations and Theorem 1.5
we can obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1.8. Let S1 , ..., SN /0 be nonoverlapping spheres of
the same radius d and assume that S1 , ..., SN are packed in such a way that
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when considered as rigid bodies in a rigid container 0, the set [!1 , ..., !N]
of their centers becomes also a rigid body. Then for =>0 sufficiently small,
Eq. (1.1) admits a stationary solution with N spikes that localize at
!1 , ..., !N .
If N=1 then K=[w=’ #  b :’u’ : :’>0, ’ # b] and therefore 0 # K if
and only if ! is contained in the convex hull co(b) of b. If ! # co(b),
then condition (ii) is satisfied if and only if co(b) contains a full
neighborhood of !. Therefore Theorem 1.5 implies that, given ! # 0 such
that ! is in the interior co(b) there exists a stationary solution u=,
= # (0, =0) of (1.1) which has one spike that localizes at !, as =  0. Ward
[Wa] has a similar result for the case of stationary solutions with a spheri-
cal interface. By suitable choices of 0 and by applying Theorem 1.5 and
Remark 1.6 one can discover a rich variety of possibilities for the set of
points where the spikes of a stationary solution u= of (1.1) can localize
when =  0. We show that the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 or Remark 1.6
are satisfied for the cases considered in Figs. 24.
For the triple !1 , !2 , !3 in Fig. 2 the sets ai are empty while 
b
i =
[’i1 , ’i2 , ’i3]. There exist uniquely determined : ji >0, i, j=1, 2, 3 such
that 3j=1 :
j
i u
’ij
i =0, with 
3
j=1 :
j
i =1 and therefore (i) is satisfied. Condi-
tion (ii) is also satisfied because, if ! i {0 for some i # [1, 2, 3], then there
exists ’ # bi such that (! i , ’> {0.
FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
For the pair !1 , !2 in Fig. 3, a1=[!2], 
b
1=[’11 , ’12], 
a
2=,, 
b
2=
[’21 , ’22 , ’23], and (i) is satisfied because there exist positive numbers : j1 ,
j=1, 2, :12>0, : j2 , j=1, 2, 3 such that
:12 u12+ :
2
j=1
: j1u
’1 j
1 =0; :
3
j=1
: j2u
’2 j
2
=0.
Condition (ii) is satisfied because the second equation in (1.9) implies
! i=0, i=1, 2. Notice that !1 does not enter in the verification of the
FIGURE 4
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assumptions of Theorem 1.5 for !2 . However, !2 enters in an essential way
in the analogous verification for !1 . Thus a spike at !1 can only exist if also
a spike at !2 exists while there is a stationary solution with just one spike
at !2 .
In Fig. 4 we consider a convex set 0 symmetric with respect to the x
axis. Given N larger than some N that depends on 0, there is a number
$>0 such that it is possible to choose points !1 , ..., !N # 0 in such a way
that d(!i , 0)=$, d(!i , !i+1)=2$, i=1, ..., N; !N+1 :=!1 ; and the set
[!1 , ..., !N] is symmetric with respect to the x axis as in Fig. 4. Clearly
ai =[!i&1 , !i+1] and 
b
i =[’i]. Given :ii&1>0 there are unique :ii+1 ,
:i such that :ii&1uii&1+:ii+1uii+1+:iu’ii =0 and the convexity of 0 implies
:ii+1 and :i are positive. This and (1.7) imply :i+1i is uniquely determined
and strictly positive. Therefore, if we apply this procedure for i=1, 2, ..., N
setting :1N=1, we can conclude that 0 # K if and only if at the end of
our computation we get :N1=1. This is a consequence of the symmetry
and therefore (i)$ holds. On the other hand suppose ! 1 , ..., ! N satisfy
(1.9), then ! i is orthogonal to u’ii and therefore, if ! i {0, (! i , uii+1)
and (! i , ui&1, i) are both strictly positive or negative. From (1.9) it follows
FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 5B
that (! i , uii+1) has a sign which is independent of i and therefore [! 1 , ..., ! N]
is not symmetric with respect to x. This shows that (ii)$ also holds.
The discussion of the patterns in Fig. 5 for N=8 and 0 a disk, is similar.
Likewise for the configurations in Figs. 5b and 6.
Figure 5 shows four of the several configurations having eight nuclei
inside a disk. The combinatorial geometry associated with having a large
number of nuclei in a given domain is itself an interesting problem.
Figure 5b shows a tightly packed collection of 36 nuclei but one can
imagine several other arrangements with the same number of nuclei in this
domain.
Figure 6 shows a configuration with 21 nuclei, 15 of which are distance
r2 from the boundary of 0=B(0, r1) and distance 2r2 from their nearest
neighbors. These 15 can exist in the absence of the other six nuclei. The six
nuclei are distance 2r3 from their nearest neighbors. The nucleus at the
center, O, can exist in the absence of the other five but these five cannot
remain in their current positions if either the central nucleus or the 15 are
removed. Note that the nearest neighbors of the nucleus P are those at
O, Q, and R, while the nearest neighbors of each of the 15 nuclei are the
adjacent nuclei and the ‘‘virtual’’ neighbors, reflected in the boundary of the
domain, like those labeled v. The ratio r2 r3=2 sin(2?15).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct a 3N
parameter family of quasi-stationary solutions of (1.1) each with N spikes.
In Section 3 we prove a theorem which upgrades the family constructed
in Section 2 to a quasi-invariant manifold which contains all the true
stationary solutions with N-spikes that lie in a neighborhood of the family
constructed in Section 2. This theorem also gives a criterion for deciding
which elements of the quasi-invariant manifold are in fact stationary
solutions of (1.1). On the basis of this criterion one has to look for the
zeros of a map !  c! which associates to each element of the quasi-
invariant manifold, parameterized by the position !=(!1 , ..., !N) of the
N spikes, a vector c! # (R3)N. The map !  c! depends on = and on the
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FIGURE 6
geometry of 0. In Section 4 we study the asymptotic properties of the
map !  c! for =  0 and prove Theorem 1.3. Finally, Theorem 1.5 is
proved in Section 5. The results presented in this paper were announced in
the SIAM Conference on Dynamical Systems in October 1992, the Fields
Institute in January 1993, and Oberwolfach in May 1993.
2. A FAMILY OF QUASI-EQUILIBRIA WITH N-SPIKES
If we assume that a stationary solution u=, = # (0, = ), of (1.1) with N-spikes
exists and we move the origin to the center of one of the spikes and rescale
space by x==y then, when =  0 the other spikes disappear at infinity
together with the boundary of 0 and the particular spike at the origin
should approach a bounded radial solution of
2(&2u+F $(u))=0 (2.0)
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in R3. With the boundary conditions, Eq. (2.0) is equivalent to
&2u+F $(u)=_, (2.1)
where _ # R can be viewed as a Lagrange multiplier (associated with the
constraint  u=|0| u ) to be determined together with u. Based on the
above observation we shall construct stationary solutions of (1.1) which
locally are perturbations of rescaled radial solutions of (2.1).
Proposition 2.1. There exists a number \ >0 and smooth functions
_: (\ , )  R, and U*: [0, )_(\ , )  R such that for each \ # (\ , ),
_(\) and u(x, \)=U*(|x|, \) solve Eq. (2.1). Moreover U*(r, \) is increasing in
r and as \  
(i) _(\)=&/\&1+O(\&2), where / is a constant given below.
(ii) U*(\, \)=O(\&1).
(iii) 1+U*(0, \)=O(\&1).
(iv) limr   U*(r, \)=:(\), the root near 1 of the equation
F $(u)=_(\).
(v) :(\)&U*(r, \), |U r*(r, \)|<O(e&&(\)(r&\)), for r>\, where
&(\)=- F"(:(\)).
This proposition is proved in [AF1, AF2] for the case n=2, but the
same arguments apply to the case n3. The one-dimensional version of
(2.1) is &uxx+F $(u)=0 and it is well known that this equation has a
unique solution U that satisfies limx  \ U(x)=\1, U(0)=0. Given 
such that & U$=0 it can be shown that the problem
{
&,xx+F"(U) ,=, x # R
|

&
,U$=0,
has a unique solution that can be represented as ,(x)=& ( y) #(x, y) dy
through a Green’s function # such that
}#(x, y)& 12q e&q |x& y| }Ce&c( |x|+| y| ), for (x, y) # R2, (2.2)
where q2=F"(1) and C, c>0 are constants. Estimates similar to (2.2) also
hold for derivatives of #. The following proposition, also proved in
[AF1, AF2], establishes the relationship between U* and U for large \.
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Proposition 2.2. There is a number C>0, independent of \, such that
the functions _ and U* in Proposition 2.1 satisfy the following estimates
_$(\)=/\&2+O(\&3) as \   (2.3)
{U*(r, \)=U(r&\)+V(r&\, \)+O(\
&2),
U \*(r, \)=&U$(r&\)+V\(r&\, \)+O(\
&3),
r&\ # [&C\, )
r&\ # [&C\, ),
(2.4)
where
V(r, \)=/\&1 |

&
#(r, s) ds, and /=|

&
(U$)22. (2.5)
Moreover
|

&
F $$$(U)(U$)2 V=0. (2.6)
By patching together N rescaled versions of U* located at !1 , ..., !N # 0
we construct a 3N parameter family of quasi-equilibria of (1.1). We assume
that d(!i , 0)>$, and d(!i , !j)>2$ for i{ j, where $>0 is a small fixed
positive number.
Let 0N$ /R
3N be the set of !=(!1 , ..., !N) satisfying these restrictions.
Given ! # 0N$ we set
{d
!
i =min[d(! i , 0),
1
2 min j{i d(!i , ! j)],
d !=min i d
!
i ,
(2.7)
0i= ,
N
j=1
j{i
[x: |x&!i |<|x&!j |] & 0. (2.8)
Clearly, 0i & 0 j=, if i{ j, and i 0i =0 . The basic nucleus centered at
!i is
u i :=U* \ | }&! i |= , \0+a!+ , i=1, ..., N, (2.9)
where a! # R is to be chosen later and \0>\ is fixed, but both are involved
in satisfying the mass constraint. It will be seen that :(\0) gives the average
value of our solutions in the limit as =  0. Before combining these nuclei
we subtract their asymptotic values
V i :=u i&:(\0+a!), i=1, ..., N, (2.10)
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and correct their boundary conditions using wi, the unique solution of the
problem
{
&=22w+F"(:(\0+a!)) w=0,
w
n
=&
u i
n
,
x # 0,
x # 0,
(2.11)
V i=V i+wi. (2.12)
Finally, for each ! # 0N$ , we define
u! :=:(\0+a!)+ :
N
i=1
V i. (2.13)
To fix a! we choose a point ! # 0N$ , say a point such that d
! =sup0 $N d
!,
take a! =0. Now choose a! to ensure that, in agreement with (i) of
Theorem 1.3,
|
0
u!=|
0
u! =u |0|, for all ! # 0N$ , (2.14)
as discussed in Lemma 2.4 below. The following provides some fundamental
estimates for our analysis
Lemma 2.3. Let u i, V i, wi, V i, and u! be as above, then there is =0>0
such that, for = # (0, =0), the following estimates hold
|V i (x)| <Ce&(&~ =) |x&!i |, for x # 0,
}u
i
n
(x) }<C= e&(&~ =) |x&!i |, for x # 0,
where C>0 is a constant independent of =, &~ =&(\0+a!). Moreover, given
0<&<&~ , there is =&>0 and a constant C&>0 independent of = # (0, =&) such
that
|wi (x)|<C&e&(&=) miny # 0 [ | y&!i |+|x& y|], for x # 0.
A similar estimate holds for the derivatives of wi with respect to x and !.
Proof. The first two inequalities follow from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.
The third inequality is proved in the corollary to Lemma 4.2 and is a con-
sequence of the estimate for u in and of the decay properties of the
fundamental solution of &=22+&~ 2,
g (x, y)=
1
4?=2 |x& y|
e&(&~ =) |x& y|. (2.15)
Remark. Actually, the estimates for V i, u in(x) and wi can be
improved: The right hand sides can be multiplied by =. The first two of
these estimates follow from Theorem 2 in [GNN] (see also the expression
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(4.19) below). The third of these improved estimates is a consequence of
Lemma 4.2 and its corollary where we use the improved estimate for
u in(x).
Lemma 2.4. There is = >0, such that, for each = # (0, = ), Eq. (2.14)
uniquely determines a! satisfying a!=O(=). Moreover, given 0<&<&(\0)
there is =&>0 such that
|a!|<C&=e&(&=) d
!
(2.16)
for some constant C& , independent of ! # 0N$ , and = # (0, =&). A similar
estimate holds for the derivative of a!.
Proof. Let V i and w i be V i and respectively wi corresponding to ! i .
Then
0=|
0
(u!&u! )
=(:(\0+a!)&:(\0)) |0|+:
i \|B(!i , d ! ) V
i&|
B(! i , d!)
V i+
+:
i \|0"B(!i , d !) V
i&|
0"B(! i , d!)
V i++:i \|0 w
i&w i+
=I1+I2+I3+I4 , (2.17)
where B(x, r) is the open ball with center x and radius r. Notice that the
assumption that d ! has a maximum at ! implies that B(! i , d !)/0. From
Lemma 2.3 and the assumption a!=O(=), it follows that
|I3 |+|I4 |<C=e&(&(\
0)=) d !+C&=e&(&=) d
!
. (2.18)
The definition of V i and V i implies
I2=N4?=3 |
d !=
0
r2[(U*(r, \0+a!)&:(\0+a!))&(U*(r, \0)&:(\0))] dr
=N4?=3a! |
d!=
0
|
1
0
r2V \*(r, \
0+sa!) ds dr
=N4?=3a! |
1
0 _|
K\0
0
r2V \*(r, \
0+sa!) dr+|
d !=
K\0
r2V \*(r, \
0+sa!) dr& ds,
(2.19)
where we have set V*(r, \)=U*(r, \)&:(\) and K>1 is a fixed large
number. From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that, for r>\ large
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:$(\)=
_$(\)
F"(:(\))
=
/
F"(1)
\&2+O(\&3), (2.20)
U \*(r, \)=
/
F"(1)
\&2+O(\&3), (2.21)
where we have used |U$(r&\)|<Ce&c(r&\) and (2.2) which implies
|

&
#(r, s) ds=
1
F"(1)
+O(e&c |r|), |

&
#r(r, s) ds=O(e&c |r|).
From (2.20), (2.21), and the assumption a!=O(=) it follows that
|V \*(r, \
0+sa!)|<C(\0)3, for r>K\0, (2.22)
and therefore
}|
1
0 _|
K\0
0
r2V \*(r, \
0+sa!) dr+|
d!=
K\0
r2V \*(r, \
0+sa!) dr& ds }
<C \\03+ 1(=\0)3+ . (2.23)
From (2.20) it also follows that
I1=_ / |0|F"(1) \0 2+O(\0
&3
)& a!. (2.24)
From this, (2.19) (2.23), and the estimate (2.18) it follows that
\ / |0|F"(1) \02+O(\0
&3
+(=\0)3)+ a!C&=e&(&=)d!.
Therefore, if \0 is sufficiently large, and =<<1, the equation 4i=1 I i=0 has
a unique solution a! and the estimate (2.16) follows.
With a! defined in Lemma 2.4, Eq. (2.13) defines a family of functions
parametrized by ! # 0N$ . These functions almost satisfy the stationary
version of (1.1) by making the r.h.s. of (1.1) exponentially small in =.
3. A QUASI-INVARIANT MANIFOLD
It is natural to conjecture that near the family of quasi-equilibria M=[u!]
constructed in Section 2 there is a true invariant manifold M for (1.1)
parameterized by ! # 0N$ . Moreover such an invariant manifold should be
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a graph over M and therefore be of the form M =[u!+v!]! # 0$N where the
map !  v! should be determined by the conditions
:
3
j=1
:
N
i=1
c!ij (u
!+v!)!ij=4(u
!+v!), (3.1)
v! # (W !)=, (3.2)
where c!ij are suitable constants. The subscript !ij means derivative with
respect to !ij , the j th component of the vector !i # R3 corresponding to the
i th spike, and 4 is the nonlinear CahnHilliard operator on the r.h.s. of
(1.1). (W!)= is a subspace complementary to W!=span[u!!11 , ..., u
!
!N 3
], the
tangent space to M at u!. Condition (3.1) says that the CahnHilliard
‘‘vector field’’ 4, computed at (u!+v!) # M is a linear combination of the
vectors (u!+v!)!ij that span the tangent space to M at !. Therefore (3.1)
expresses the invariance of M under CahnHilliard dynamics, saying that
the ‘‘vector field’’ restricted to M lies in the tangent space of M . Condition
(3.2) says that v! is transversal to the basic manifold M. Proving that (3.1)
and (3.2) have a solution !  (c!, v!), c! # R3N, and therefore that the
manifold M exists, is a nontrivial problem in invariant manifold theory in
infinite dimensions which is outside the scope of this paper. It can perhaps
be solved by adapting known results of center manifold theory [H] (see
also [BLZ]). Here we are interested in stationary solutions of (1.1) and
therefore it is not necessary to solve (3.1) exactly. It suffices to solve the
quasi-invariance condition obtained by dropping v! in the l.h.s. of (3.1).
The idea of constructing a quasi-invariant manifold formed the basis for
our earlier work in [ABF] and more recently in [AF2] and should be a
useful approach in many different settings.
As we have observed, for each value of u =0 u|0|, the CahnHilliard
equation and the AllenCahn equation with conserved mass
{
ut==2 2u&F $(u)+
1
|0| |0 F $(u),
u
n
=0,
x # 0
x # 0,
have exactly the same set of stationary solutions. Therefore in the study of
N-spike equilibria of (1.1), besides deleting v! from the l.h.s. of (3.1) we can
also replace the operator 4(u) on the r.h.s. with the operator &L0(u)=
=2 2u&F $(u)+0 F $(u)|0|. We will first obtain a quasi-invariant manifold
for the AllenCahn equation with conserved mass.
Let &L(u)==2 2u&F $(u) and let Li be the operator in L2(R3) defined by
Li,=&=2 2,+F"(u i ) ,. (3.3)
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As before we set &~ =&(\0+a!) and let & any fixed number 0<&<&~ . Also
in estimates like O(e&&=) we do not need to distinguish between &(\0) and
&(\0+a!) because of the smallness of a! discussed in Lemma 2.4. The
definition of &v&X may be found under Notation at the beginning of the paper.
Theorem 3.1. There is = >0 such that for all = # (0, = ), the problem
{
:
3
j=1
:
N
i=1
ciju!!ij=L0(u
!+v),
(u!+v)
n
=0,
x # 0,
x # 0,
(3.4)
has a solution !  (c!, v!), with c!=(c!11 , ..., c
!
N3) and v
! # CK (0 ), which
depends smoothly on ! and is such that
|c! |<C=&3e&2(&=) d!, (3.5)
&v!&X<Ce&(32)(&=) d
!
, (3.6)
for some constant C>0 independent of ! # 0N$ and = # (0, = ). Moreover there
is a number ’>0 such that u0 is a stationary solution of (1.1) in an =’
neighborhood of the basic manifold M=[u!]! # 0$N if and only if there exists
!0 # 0N$ such that
{c
!0=0,
u0=u!0+v!0.
(3.7)
The condition c!=0 is equivalent to
{i+O(=&52e&(52)(&=) d
!
)=0, i=1, ..., N (3.8)
with {i=({i1 , {i2 , {i3) and
{ij= & :
N
h=1
|
0i \
wh
n
V ij&w
h
V ij
n +& :
N
h=1;
h{i
|
0i \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n + ,
where V ij=Vj ( }&!i),
Vj=
u
xj<"
u
xj"L2(R3), and u =U* \
| } |
=
, \0+a!+ .
Remark. The factor of =&3 can be removed from (3.5) but that is a con-
sequence of the refined analysis of the vector field on our quasi-invariant
manifold, which is done in Lemma 4.3.
The theorem will be proved through a sequence of rather technical
lemmas but the first lemma gives a reformulation of the problem.
Let $(0) be the unitary distribution on 0 and let the subscript xj
denote derivative with respect to xj . Define
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F(r, s)=F $(r+s)&F $(r)&F"(r) s. (3.9)
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that for each ! # 0N$ there exists a solution + ,
cij # R, and vi : R3  R, ;i : 0  R of the problem
Livi=/0i {& :
3
j=1
:
N
h=1
chju!!hj+(+ &_)&(L(u
!)&_)& :
N
h=1
h{i
Livh
(3.10)
&(F"(u!)&F"(u i)) :
N
h=1
vh&F \u!, :
N
h=1
vh+=+;i$(0),
for x # R3, i=1, ..., N
vi
n
=0, for x # 0, i=1, ..., N,
(vi, u ixj)=0, for j=1, 2, 3; i=1, ..., N,
:
N
h=1
|
0
vh=0.
where L(,)=&=2 2,+F $(,), _=_(\0+a!), (,, )=R 3 , and /0i is
the characteristic function of 0i . Then !  (c!, v!) with c!=(c11 , ..., cN3),
and v!=Ni=1 v
i is a solution of (3.4).
Remark 3.3. The first equation of (3.10) has _ introduced to aid in its
solution.
Proof. The definition of 0i implies that given x # 0 there exists
i # [1, ..., N] such that x # 0i . We only discuss the case x # 0i , the other
case is obtained by a standard extension procedure. For x # 0i , Eq. (3.10)
can be rewritten as
& :
3
j=1
:
N
h=1
chju!!hj++ =L(u
!)+[L i+F"(u!)&F"(u i)] :
N
h=1
vh
+F \u!, :
N
h=1
vh+
=&=22 \u!+ :
N
h=1
vh++F $(u!)+F"(u!) :
N
h=1
vh
+F \u!, :
N
h=1
vh+
=L \u!+ :
N
h=1
vh+ . (3.11)
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This coincides with (3.4a) because (2.14) implies
|
0
u!!ij=0, for i=1, ..., N and j=1, 2, 3, (3.12)
and therefore integrating (3.11) over 0 yields
+ =&
1
|0| |0 F $ \u!+ :
N
h=1
vh+ . (3.13)
Using (3.10) one can also check that

n \u!+ :
N
h=1
vh+=0, for x # 0
and the lemma follows.
Remark 3.3. Notice that the last equation in (3.10) implies
|
0 \u!+ :
N
h=1
vh+=|0 u! . (3.14)
Remark 3.4. The orthogonality condition (vi, u ixj )=0 is the particular
way we choose to satisfy the requirement (3.2).
Now we proceed to show that, for each !, system (3.10) has a solution.
This requires estimates for the various terms on the right hand side of the
first equation and showing that Li is invertible when restricted to the
appropriate subspace.
Lemma 3.5. For any given & # (0, &~ ) there exists =&>0 and C&>0 such
that for all = # (0, =&), the known term _&L(u!) in problem (3.10) satisfies
the estimate
|_&L(u!)(x)|C&e&(32)(&=) di
!
, for x # 0i , (3.15)
Proof. From the definition of L and u! it follows that
L(u!)&_=L(u i)&_+ :
N
h=1
Liwh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
LiV h+F \u i, :
N
h=1
wh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
V h+ .
(3.16)
From (3.9) it follows that
}F \u i, :
N
h=1
wh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
V h+ (x) }C \ :
N
h=1
(wh(x))2+ :
N
h=1
h{i
(V h(x))2+ .
(3.17)
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Lemma 2.3 implies
|V h(x)|Ce&(&~ =) |x&!h |Ce&(&~ =) d i
!
, for x # 0 i , h{i (3.18)
and
|wh(x)|C&e&(&=) |x&!h |C&e&(&=) d i
!
, x # 0i , for h{i (3.19)
because x # 0i implies d!i |x&!h || y&!h |+ |x& y|. Lemma 2.3 also
implies
|wi (x)|<C&e&(&=) miny # 0 [ | y&!i | +|x& y|]C&e&(&=) d i
!
, for x # 0i .
(3.20)
From (3.17)(3.20) we obtain
}F \u i, :
N
h=1
wh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
V h+ (x) }
\C&e&(2&=)(d i!+|x& y(x)| )+C :
N
h=1
h{i
e&(2&~ =) |x&!h |+
C&e&(2&=) di
!
, for x # 0 i . (3.21)
Let L ,=&=2 2,+F"(:(\0+a!)),. Then recalling that by definition
L wh#0 we can write
:
N
h=1
Liwh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
LiV h= :
N
h=1
(Li&L ) wh+ :
N
h=1
h{i
(Li&L ) V h+ :
N
h=1
h{i
L V h.
(3.22)
We note that by the definition of u h
0=&=2 2u h+F $(u h)&_=&=2 2V h+(F $(:(\0+a!))&_)
+F"(:(\0+a!)) V h+O((V h)2)
=L V h+O((V h)2) (3.23)
because _=F $(:(\0+a!)). It follows from Lemma 2.3 that
}\ :
N
h=1
h{i
L V h+ (x)}<C :
N
h=1
h{i
e&(2&~ =) |x&!h | <Ce&(2&~ =) di
!
for x # 0i .
(3.24)
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We also have by Lemma 2.3
}_ :
N
h=1
(L i&L ) wh& (x) }
< }(F"(u i (x))&F"(:(\0+a!))) :
N
h=1
wh(x) }
<C& |F"(u i (x))&F"(:(\0+a!))|
_\e&(&=)(d i!+miny # 0 |x& y| )+ :
N
h=1
h{i
e&(&=) |x&!h |+ for x # 0i .
(3.25)
If x # B(!i , d!i 2) and y # 0 we have |x& y|d
!
i 2 and |x&!h |
3
2d
!
i , for
h{i. On the other hand if x # 0i "B(!i , d!i 2) we have |F"(u
i (x))&
F"(:(\0+a!))|<Ce&(12)(&~ d!=) and |x&!h |>d!i . Therefore (3.25) implies
}_ :
N
h=1
(Li&L ) wh& (x)}<C&e&(32)(&d i!=), for x # 0i . (3.26)
A similar argument shows that we also have
}_ :
N
h=1
h{i
(Li&L ) V h& (x) }<Ce&(32)(&~ d i!=), for x # 0i . (3.27)
The lemma follows from the above inequalities and the fact that _=L(u i).
Define the set
|i #B(!i , d!i 2)/0i .
Lemma 3.6. The following estimates hold
(i) }\ :
N
h=1
h{i
Livh+ (x) }{
Ce&(12)(&~ =)d i
!
:
h{i
|vh(x)|
C :
h{i
|vh(x)|
for x # 0i"|i ,
for x # |i .
(ii) }\(F"(u!)&F"(u i )) :
N
h=1
vh+ (x)}<Ce&(&=) d i! :
N
h=1
|vh(x)| for x # 0 i .
(iii) }_F \u!, :
N
h=1
vh+& (x) }<C :
N
h=1
|vh(x)| 2, for x # 0i .
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Proof. From (3.10) it follows that (Lhvh)(x)=0, if x  0h therefore for
x # 0i we can write
}_ :
N
h=1
h{i
Li vh& (x) }= }_ :
N
h=1
h{i
(L i&Lh) vh& (x) }
 :
N
h=1
h{i
|F"(u i (x))&F"(u h(x))| |vh(x)|. (3.28)
Then (i) follows from |F"(u i (x))&F"(u h(x))|Const |V i (x)&V h(x)| and
Lemma 2.3. Similarly, |F"(u!(x))&F"(u i (x))|Const |Nh=1 w
h(x)+
Nh=1; h{i V
h(x)| and Lemma 2.3 imply (ii). The last inequality is obvious.
Lemma 3.7. Let L: W2, 2(R3)  L2(R3) be the operator defined by
L, :=&=2 2,+F"(u ),,
where u =U*(| } |=, \0+a!). Then
(i) L has a unique negative eigenvalue +0 . The eigenvalue +0 is simple
and the corresponding normalized eigenfunction can be taken positive.
(ii) 0 is in the spectrum of L and the corresponding eigenspace is the
span of
Vi=
u
xi<"
u
x i "L2 (R 3) , i=1, 2, 3. (3.29)
(iii) The problem
L,=, for ,,  # L2(R3)
(,, Vi) =(, Vi) =0, i=1, 2, 3
has a unique solution. The solution , can be represented in the form
,(x)=|
R 3
g(x, y) ( y) dy (3.30)
through a function g: R3_R3  R which satisfies
|
R3
g(x, y) Vi ( y) dy=0, for i=1, 2, 3. (3.31)
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(iv) Let g : R3_R3  R be the fundamental solution of L g =$y and let
#= g& g . Then, given 0<&<&~ =&(\0+a!), there exist c& , C&>0, independent
of =, such that
|#(x, y)|<C&=&3e&(&=) | y|e&(c& =) |x|
(3.32)
|#(x, y)|<C&=&3e&(&=) |x|e&(c&=) | y|.
Moreover,
} x i #(x, y)}<C&=&4e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) |x|,
where c&  0, and C&   as &  &~ .
Proof. The proofs of (i)(ii) may be found in [NT2] (see also [BDS]).
Part (iii) follows from the spectral measure representation of the self
adjoint operator (see for instance [RS]). To prove (iv) we use an argument
similar to one used in [AF2] where solutions with larger spherical tran-
sition surfaces are considered. The difference #= g& g satisfies the equation
&=2 2x#+F"(u )#=(&~ 2&F"(u )) g + :
3
i=1
Vi ( y) Vi . (3.33)
The right hand side h=h1+h2 of (3.33) is orthogonal to Vi , i=1, 2, 3.
Therefore,
#=#^+ :
3
i=1
(#, Vi ) Vi , (3.34)
where #^ is the unique solution of (3.33) which is orthogonal to Vi ,
i=1, 2, 3. From (3.31) it follows that
(#, Vi ) =&|
R3
g ( y, x) Vi (x) dx,
and therefore, taking into account that
g (x, y)=
1
4?=2 |x& y|
e&(&~ =) |x& y|
and the estimate
|Vi (x)|<C=&32e&(&~ =) |x| (3.35)
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that follows from (3.29), we get
|(#, Vi ) |<C=&72 |
R 3
e&(&~ =)( |x|+|x& y| )
|x& y|
dx<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|. (3.36)
Here we have used the inequality
e&(&~ =)( |x|+|x& y| )e&(&=) | y|e&(c=) |x|e&(c=) |x& y|,
where c=&~ &&. We also have, from Proposition 2.1(v) and the expression
for g ,
|(&~ 2&F"(u (x))) g (x, y)|C=&2
e&(&~ =)( |x|+|x& y| )
|x& y|
, (3.37)
and therefore
&(&~ 2&F"(u )) g &L2<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|. (3.38)
One also has from (3.35) and &Vi &L2=1,
:
3
i=1
|Vi ( y)| &V i&L2<C=&32e&(&~ =) | y|. (3.39)
From (3.33), (3.38), and (3.39), it follows that &#^&L2<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|.
This and (3.36) imply
&#&L2&#^&L2+ :
3
i=1
|(#, V i) |<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|. (3.40)
We now derive local L2 estimates for #. Let z: R3  [0, 1] be a C
function which is identically 1 outside a bounded set. Then multiplying
(3.33) by #z2 and integrating by parts yields
=2 |
R3
|{(#z)|2+|
R 3
F"(u )(#z)2=|
R3
(&~ 2&F"(u )) g #z2
+ :
3
i=1
Vi ( y) |
R3
#z2V i+=2 |
R 3
#2 |{z|2.
(3.41)
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It follows that
=2 |
R 3
|{(#z)|2+|
R3
F"(u )(#z)2
{_|R3 ((&~ &F"(u )) g z)2&
12
+ :
3
i=1
|Vi ( y)| _|R3 (zV i)2&
12
=
_\|R 3 (#z)2+
12
+=2 |
R3
#2 |{z|2. (3.42)
First assume that supp z is contained in the complement of the ball
B\=B(0, \).
From (3.37) it follows that
&(&~ 2&F"(u )) g &L2 (R3 "B\)<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) \. (3.43)
On the other hand we have
&Vi &2L2 (R3"B\)=C=
&3 |

\
e&2(&~ =)rr2 dr=
C
&~ 3 |

&~ \=
e&2ss2 ds
=
C
4&~ 3 \1+2&~
\
=
+2&~ 2
\2
=2+ e&2&~ ( \=)<C&e&2&( \=),
and therefore
:
3
i=1
|Vi ( y)| &V i&L2 (R 3"B\)C& =&32e&(&~ =) | y| e&&( \=). (3.44)
We now consider a sequence of domains defined by
Gk=[x: |x|>=(b+k’)], k=0, 1, ..., (3.45)
where ’>0 is a number to be chosen later and b>0 is a fixed number such
that
F"(u (x))>& 2>0 for |x|>=b. (3.46)
Let zi , i=1, 2, ..., be a sequence of C cut-off functions such that
supp zi=Gi&1
{zi (x)=1, x # Gi , i=1, 2, ... (3.47)0zi (x)1.
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We can also assume that
|{zi |<
2
’=
, i=1, 2, ... . (3.48)
Let a2i =Gi #
2, then, from the definition of Gi and zi , it follows that
{
a2i |
R3
(#z i)2a2i&1
=2 |
R 3
#2 |{zi |2
4
’2 |Gi&1 "Gi #
2=
4
’2
(a2i&1&a
2
i ).
(3.49)
This, (3.42) and the estimates (3.43), (3.44), and (3.46) imply
& 2a2i }e
&c&’i ai&1+
4
’2
(a2i&1&a
2
i ), (3.50)
where }=C&=&32e&(&=) | y|. From (3.50) it follows that
\& 2+ 4’2+ a2i }e&c&’ia i&1+
4
’2
a2i&1\’4 }e&c&’i+
2
’
ai&1+
2
(3.51)
which implies
ai\1+&
2’2
4 +
&12
\a i&1+’
2
8
}e&c&’i+ (3.52)
and therefore
aipia0+ p
’2
8
}e&c&’i :
i&1
j=0
( pec&’) j, (3.53)
where p=(1+& 2’24)&12. The inequalities (3.53), and (3.50) are valid for
any value of ’>0. Moreover they remain valid if we change c& to a smaller
value. It follows that we can adjust c& and ’ so that pec&’<1 giving
aie&c&’i (a0+C}). (3.54)
Since }=C&=&32e&(&=) | y| and a0&#&L2<C&=&32e&(&=) | y| which follows
from (3.40), we obtain
\|R 3"B\ #2+
12
C&=&32e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) \, \>0. (3.55)
We now derive pointwise estimates for #.
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Given x # R3, consider first the case |x |>2=b, and |x & y|>2=b, where
b>0 is a fixed large number. Then, for |x&x |<=b, from
|h(x, y)|<C \=&2 e
&(&~ =)( |x| +|x& y| )
|x& y|
+=&3e&(&~ =)( |x| +| y| )+
it follows that
|h(x, y)|C&=&3e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) |x|. (3.56)
Define
$(x, y)=C =&3e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) |x|, (3.57)
then
2x$(x, y)=C =&3
c&
= \
c&
=
&
2
|x|+ e&(&=) | y|e&(c& =) |x|
C c& \c&&2b+ =&5e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) |x|. (3.58)
From this, the equation =2 2#=F"(u ) #&h, and Kato’s inequality, 2 |#|
sign(# 2#), it follows that
=2 2( |#|+$)F"(u ) |#|+=2 2$&(sign #) h>0, (3.59)
provided we take b>0 so large that F"(u )>& 2>0 and c&>2b and then
take C sufficiently large. It follows that |#|+$ is subharmonic and therefore
|#(x , y)|+$(x , y)
3
4?=3b3 |B(x , =b) ( |#|+$)
C \=&32 \|B(x , =b) |#| 2+
12
+=&3 |
B(x , =b)
$+
C&=&3e&(&=) | y|e&(c& =) |x |, (3.60)
where we have used the local L2 estimate (3.55) for # and the expression
(3.57) for $. Now assume that |x |<2=b andor |x & y|<2=b. From the
previous estimate for |h(x, y)| it follows that
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|
B(x , 2=b)
h2C \=&4e&(2&=) | y|e&2(c&=) |x | |B(x , 2=b)
e&2(c&=) |x& y|
|x& y|
dx
+=&6e&2(&~ =)( | y|+|x | ) |
B(x , 2=b)
dx+
C \=&2e&2(&=) | y|e&2(c&=) |x | |

0
se&2c&s ds+=&3e&2(&~ =)( | y|+|x | )+
C&=&3e&2(&=) | y|e&2(c& =) |x |. (3.61)
From this, (3.60), and the estimates (3.40) and (3.55) for #, it follows that
whenever |x |<2=b andor |x & y|<2=b, in the ball |x&x |<2=b, # satisfies
the equation
{&=
2 2x#= f,
#=g,
for |x&x |<2=b,
for |x&x |=2=b,
(3.62)
where & f &L2 (B(x , 2=b))<C&=&32e&(&=) | y|e&(c&=) |x | and &g&C 0<C&=&3_
e&(&=) | y|e&(c& =) |x |. It follows that the inequality (3.60) is also valid in the
case at hand. This concludes the proof of the first inequality in (3.32). The
other follows from the symmetry of #. The inequality for the derivatives of
# is proved in a similar way.
Remark 3.8. By considering the above linearized operator in R3 instead
of 0 we are able to find the kernel explicitly, namely span[Vj]3j=1 . From
our Green’s function estimates, N copies this collection obtained by trans-
lation to each !i , i=1, ..., N, span a subspace which is sufficiently close to
the tangent space of the manifold to be useful. In directions normal to
this subspace the CahnHilliard operator or the Conserving AllenCahn
operator is strongly hyperbolic and so invertible. The LiapunovSchmidt
approach in [WW], uses essentially the same subspace in which to
perform a reduction.
We now prepare to estimate vi in terms of the right hand side of the first
equation in (3.10) and the Green’s function mentioned above. We should
point out that in addition to the lemma as stated, the decay of the Green’s
function with the two-part estimate in Lemma 3.6(i) gives an exponentially
small factor in the estimate for &h{i 0i g
i(x, y)(Livh)( y) dy&C(0) . This,
together with an analogous statement for the normal derivative (see
Lemma 3.12), will be used in (3.95) during the proof of Lemma 3.16.
Lemma 3.9. Assume ,: 0 i  R, : 0  R are continuous functions.
Then, given 0<&<&~ , there exists a constant C&>0 such that, for =>0
smaller than some = >0,
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}|0i g i (x, y) ,( y) dy}C&e&(&=) di (x) &,&C 0 (0 i ) (3.63)
and
}|0 | gi (x, y)| ( y) dy }C&=&1 &&C 0 (0) (e&(&=) d(x)+e&(&=) di
!
), (3.64)
where di (x)=d(x, 0 i), d(x)=d(x, 0), and gi ( } , } )= g( }&!i , }&!i).
Proof. We may assume x  0 i . Then
|
0i
gi (x, y) ,( y) dy=|
0i
e&(&~ =) |x& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
,( y) dy
+|
0i
#(x&!i , y&!i) ,( y) dy=I1(x)+I2(x).
Clearly,
|I1(x)|&,&C0 (0 i ) e
&(&~ =) di (x) |
0i
e&(&~ =) |x^& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
dy,
where x^ is the projection of y on the sphere of radius di (x) and center x.
From this and the estimate
|
0i
e&(&~ =) |x^& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
dy|
|x& y|>di (x)
e&(&~ =) |x^& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
dy
=|

di (x)
r
=
e&(&~ =)(r&di (x))
dr
=
=C \1+di (x)= +
we have
|I1(x)|<C \1+di (x)= + e&(&~ =) di (x) &,&C 0 (0 i ) .
From Lemma 3.7(iv) it follows that
|I2(x)|&,&C 0 (0 i ) c&=
&3e&(&=) |x&!i | |
0i
e&(c& =) | y&!i | dy
C&e&(&=) |x&!i | &,&C 0 (0 i ) .
The estimate (3.63) follows from this and the estimate for I1(x). To prove
(3.64) we write #i(x, y)=#(x&!i , y&!i) and find
}|0 gi (x, y) ( y) dy }&&C 0 (0) \|0
e&(&~ =) |x& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
dy+|
0
|#i (x, y)| dy+
=&&C 0 (0) (J1(x)+J2(x)).
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From Lemma 3.7(iv) we have
|#(x, y)|<C&=&3e&(&=) |x|e&(c&=) | y|.
Therefore, for =>0 sufficiently small, we have
J2(x)<C&e&(&=) |x&!i |=&3 |
0
e&(c&=) | y&!i | dy<C&e&(&=) di
!
=&3e&(c&=) $ |0|
<C&e&(&=) di
!
.
Let r be the minimum radius of curvature of 0. If d(x)r 2
J1(x)<
1
2?=r
e&(&=) d(x)
d(x)
=
|0| e&(c&=) d(x)<C=&1e&(&=) d(x).
Let S(s) be the n&2 dimensional measure of the set 0 & [ y: |x& y|<
d(x)+s]. If d(x)<r 2, then there is a constant k>0 such that S(s)ks.
Therefore
J1(x)<C=&2e&(&~ =) d(x) |

0
e&(&~ =)s
d(x)+s
S$(s) ds
<C=&1e&(&~ =) d(x) |

0
1
= \
1
(d(x)+s)2
+
&~
=+ e&(&~ =)sS(s) ds<C=&1e&(&~ =) d(x).
From this and the previous estimates for J1(x) and J2(x) the estimate
(3.64) follows.
Remark. Note that ! # 0N$ implies there is k>1 such that |x&! i |
>kdi (x). Therefore, if we choose 0<&<&~ in such a way that k&>&~ we see
that |I2(x)| can be absorbed in I1(x) and the estimate (3.63) holds true
with &~ instead of & and a fixed constant C independent of & instead of C& .
In order to show that vi can be made to satisfy the boundary conditions
in (3.10) we need the following estimates:
Lemma 3.10. Assume ; # C0(0). Then there is =0>0 such that = # (0, =0)
implies

nx |0 g
i (x, y) ;( y) dy=
1
2
=&2;(x)+(K;)(x), (3.65)
where gi ( } , } ) :=g( }&!i , }&!i), i=1, ..., N, and K is an integral operator
such that
&K;&C0 (0)C=&1 &;&C0 (0) .
Proof. By Lemma 3.7(iv) we have
} nx |0 ( gi (x, y)& g (x, y)) ;( y) dy }<Ce&(c=) d i
!
&;&C 0 (0) .
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Therefore, it suffices to prove the lemma with gi replaced by g . Then the
proof is a standard application of potential theory (e.g. [F]) and is omitted.
The solvability conditions associated with the Fredholm Alternative and
the zero-mass constraints required in (3.10) will be put in matrix form. This
is a convenient time to introduce these matrices.
Lemma 3.11. Let V ij , i=1, ..., N; j=1, 2, 3, be defined by V
i
j=Vj ( }&!i)
and let B the (3N+1)_(3N+1) matrix defined by
B=_
B11
b
BN1
BN+1, 1...
} } }
} } }
} } }
B1N
b
BNN
BN+1, N
B1N+1
b
BN, N+1
BN+1, N+1& , (3.66)
where
{
Bij=(bhkij ),
bhkij =&|
0i
u!!jk (x) V
i
h(x) dx,
i, j=1, ..., N is the 3_3 matrix
h, k=1, 2, 3
{
Bi, N+1=(bhi, N+1),
bhi, N+1=|
0i
V ih(x) dx,
i=1, ..., N is the 3_1 matrix
h=1, 2, 3
(3.67)
{
BN+1, j =(bkN+1, j),
bkN+1, j=& :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
gi (x, y) u!!jk ( y) dy dx,
j=1, ..., N is the 1_3 matrix
k=1, 2, 3
and
BN+1, N+1= :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
gi (x, y) dy dx.
Then
=&12bhkij ={K +O(e
&(&=) d!)
O(e&(&=) d!)
if i= j, h=k
if i{ j or h{k,
(3.68)
where
K =\|R3
U r*(|x|, \~ )2
|x| 2
x21 dx+
12
.
Also,
bhi, N+1=O(=
&12e&(&=) d i
!
), (3.69)
bkN+1, j=O(=
&1e&(&=) d!) (3.70)
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and
BN+1, N+1=
|0|
&2
+O(=). (3.71)
Proof. From the definition of u!, Lemma 2.3, and Lemma 2.4 it follows that
u!!jk( y)=&=
&1 \U r* \ | y&!j |= , \~ +
yk&!jk
| y&!j |
+O(e&(&=) d !++ . (3.72)
On the other hand we have
V ih(x)=
=&32
K
U r* \ |x&!i |= , \~ +
xh&!ih
|x&!i |
. (3.73)
From (3.72) and (3.73) it follows that
bhkij =
=&52
K |0i \U r* \
|x&!j |
=
, \~ +
(xk&x jk)
|x&! j |
+O(e&(&=) d!)+
_U r* \ |x&!i |= , \~ +
(xh&!ih)
|x&!i |
dx
=
=&52
K |R3 U r* \
|x&! j |
=
, \~ + U r* \ |x&!i |= , \~ +
_
(xk&xjk)
|x&!j |
(xh&!ih)
|x&!i |
dx+O(=12e&(&=) d!).
If i{ j, by Proposition 2.1, this last integral is bounded by C=12e&& |!j&!i |2=.
Equation (3.68) follows from this and the fact that when i= j and h=k
then the above integral is equal to =3K 2 but when i= j and h{k the
integral is zero.
From (3.73) it follows that
|
B(!i , d i
! )
V ih(x) dx=0
and therefore that
bhi, N+1=|
0i "B(!i , d i
! )
V ih(x) dx=O(=
&12e&(&=) d i
!
).
To prove (3.70) and (3.71) we start by showing that
|0i |
&~ 2
&C=|
0
|
0i
| g i (x, y)| dy dx&
C
2
=|
0
|
0i
gi (x, y) dy dx
|
0
|
0i
| gi (x, y)| dy dx
|0 i |
&~ 2
+C=. (3.74)
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From Lemma 3.7(iv)
}|0i g i (x, y) dy&|0i g (x, y) dy }
<C=&3 |
0i
e&(c=)( |x&!i |+| y&!i | ) dy<Ce&(c=) |x&!i |, (3.75)
and the same is true if we replace gi (x, y) by | gi (x, y)|. We also have
|
0i
g (x, y) dy={
|
B(x, r(x))
g (x, y) dy+|
0i"B(x, r(x))
g (x, y) dy
(3.76)=
1
&~ 2
+O((1+=&1r(x)) e&(&~ =) r(x))
if x # 0i
O((1+=&1di (x)) e&(&~ =) di (x)) if x # 0"0 i ,
where r(x)=d(x, 0i) and di (x)=d(x, 0i). From (3.76) it follows that
|
0
|
0i
g (x, y) dy dx=|
0i
|
0i
g (x, y) dy dx+|
0"0i
|
0i
g (x, y) dy dx
=
|0i |
&~ 2
+|
0i
O((1+=&1r(x)) e&(&~ =) r(x)) dx
+|
0"0i
O((1+=&1di (x)) e&(&~ =) di (x)) dx

|0i |
&~ 2
+C=. (3.77)
From this and (3.75) the estimate (3.74) follows. Equation (3.71) is a
consequence of (3.74).
To prove (3.70) we note that if i{ j and x # 0i , we have
|u!!jk (x)|<C=
&1e&(&=) d!,
and therefore (3.74) implies
}|0 |0i gi (x, y) u!!jk ( y) dy}<C=&1e&(&=) d
!
.
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The definitions of u! and V ik together with lemmata 2.3, 2.4 imply
u!!ik=&=
12KV ik+O(=
&1e&(&=) d!).
Hence, since gi( } , y) and V ik are orthogonal in L
2 we have, using (3.35),
Lemma 3.7(iv) and R3 g (x, y) dy=1&~ 2,
|
0i
gi (x, y) u!!ik( y) dy==
12K |
R3"0i
g i (x, y) V ik( y) dy+O(=
&1e&(&=) d!)
=O(=&1e&(&=) d !),
and (3.70) follows. The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.12. Let , # C0(0 i). There exists =0>0 such that for all
= # (0, =0) and & # (0, &~ ), there is a constant C&>0, independent of = # (0, =0),
such that
} nx |0i g i (x, y) ,( y) dy }<C&=&1e&(&=) di (x) &,&C 0 (0 i ) , for all x # 0.
(3.78)
Proof. Recall that gi=#i+g . From Lemma 3.7(iv) and the observation
that x # 0 implies |x&!i |di (x)+d!i , it follows that
} nx |0i # i (x, y) ,( y) dy }<C&=&4e&(&=) |x&!i | &,&C0 (0 i ) |R3 e&(c&=) | y&!i | dy
=C& =&1e&(&=)(di (x)+d i
! ) &,&C0(0 i) .
Now we need to estimate
I(x) :=

nx |0i g (x, y) ,( y) dy
=&
1
4?=2 |0i \
1
|x& y|2
+
&~
=+
(x& y, n)
|x& y|
e&(&~ =) |x& y| ,( y) dy.
First consider the case x # 0"0 i and set y=x+(di+s)u, where
di=di (x) and |u|=1. Then we have
I(x)=&
1
4?=2
e&(&~ =) di |
D
0
ds |
S(di+s) & 0i \1+(di+s)2
&~
=+
_(u, n) e&(&~ =) s,(x+(di+s) u) du,
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where D is the diameter of 0 and S(di+s) is the sphere of radius di+s
centered at x. Assume first that di (x)r 2, r being, as in the proof of
Lemma 3.9, the minimum radius of curvature of 0. In this case the
measure of S(di+s) & 0i is bounded by ks for some k>0 and therefore
|I(x)|C=&2e&(&~ =) di &,&C0 (0 i ) |
D
0 \1+(d i+s)2
&~
=+ e&(&~ =) ss ds
C=&1e&(&~ =) di &,&C0 (0 i ) |
D
0
s
=
e&(&~ =) s
ds
=
C=&1e&(&~ =) di &,&C 0(0 i) .
If instead di (x)>r 2 we just use the fact that the measure of S(di+s) & 0i
is bounded to obtain
|I(x)|C=&2e&(&~ =) di &,&C0 (0 i )2
C
r
=&1
di
=
e&(&~ =) di &,&C0(0 i )
C&=&1e&(&=) di &,&C0 (0 i ) .
This concludes the proof of the case x # 0"0 i . Consider now the case
x # 0 & 0 i .
I(x)=&
1
4?=2 \|0i & Bx+|0i "Bx+\
1
|x& y| 2
+
&~
=+
_
(x& y, n)
|x& y|
e&(&~ =) |x& y|,( y) dy
=I1(x)+I2(x),
where Bx is a ball of fixed small radius centered at x # 0. Notice that I2(x)
is of order O(e&c= &,&C0). It remains to estimate I1(x). With the change of
variables y=x+=z we obtain
I1(x)=&
1
4?= |R3 /E= (z) \
1
|z|2
+=&~ + (z, n)|z| e&&~ |z|,(=z+x) dz,
where E= [z: x+=z # 0 i & Bx]. The lemma follows from this expression
for I1(z).
Remark 3.13. From the above proof one can derive that if x # 0 is a
point of continuity of the function , extended by 0 to the whole 0 , then

nx |0i g
i (x, y) ,( y) dy=&=&1},(x)+O(&,&C0),
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where
}=
1
4? |(z, n) >0
(z, n)
|z|3
e&& |z| dz.
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 3.1. The proof is based on
Lemmata 3.2, ..., 3.12 and a contraction mapping argument that we now
describe. Suppose that vi in the left hand side of the four equations (3.10)
is replaced by v^i. Then solving Eq. (3.10) for v^i will produce a map
T : (vi, ..., vN)  (v^1, ..., v^N). We describe now in detail how this map can be
constructed and show it is a contraction on a suitable set of functions X.
The space X is defined by
X=[v=(v1, ..., vN) : vi # C1(0 ), |vi (x)|+= |Dv i (x)|
C e&(32)(&^=) d!(e&(&^=) di (x)+e&(&^=) d(x)+e&(&^=) d!)],
where &^ is the minimum of all constants 0<&<&~ appearing in the estimates
in Lemmata 2.3, 3.53.15 and C >0 is a sufficiently large constant that
depends on the constants C& appearing in the same lemmata. For v in X
we define
&v&X= max
j=0, 1
i=1, ..., N
= j |(D jvi )(x)|.
We try to solve (3.10) for v # X. The operator Li has a nontrivial kernel and
therefore we can solve (3.10) if and only if the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.10) is
orthogonal to the eigenvectors V ih , h=1, 2, 3, that span the kernel of L
i.
These solvability conditions are given by
:
3
k=1
:
N
j=1
cjk bhkij +(+ &_) b
h
i, N+1&q
h
i &q
h
i (v)+q
h
i (;)=0,
for h=1, 2, 3 and i=1, ...N, (3.79)
where bhkij , b
h
i, N+1 are elements of the matrix B defined in Lemma 3.11, and
q hi =|
0i
(L(u!)&_) V ih ,
(3.80)
qhi (v)= :
N
p=1
p{i
|
0i
(L iv p) V ih+ :
N
p=1
|
0i
(F"(u!)&F"(u i )) v pV ih
+|
0i
F \u!, :
N
p=1
vp+ V ih ,
qhi (;
i)=|
0
; iV ih .
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Lemma 3.11 and in particular the estimate (3.68) implies that the linear
system (3.79) can be solved for cij , i=1, ..., N; j=1, 2, 3 and therefore
Eq. (3.10) can also be solved for v^i on the left given vi on the right hand
side. By proper choice of + or equivalently of cN+1 :=+ &_, we can also
ensure that the v^i satisfy the last condition in (3.10). In fact this condition
reads
:
3
k=1
:
N
j=1
cjk bkN+1, j+cN+1BN+1, N+1&q N+1&qN+1(v)+q^N+1(;)=0,
(3.81)
where
q N+1= :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
g i (x, y)(L(u!)( y)&_) dy dx,
(3.82)
qN+1(v)= :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
g i (x, y) \ :
N
j=1
j{i
Liv j+ ( y) dy dx
+ :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
gi (x, y) _(F"(u!)&F"(u i)) :
N
j=1
v j& ( y) dy dx
+ :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0i
gi (x, y) _F \u!, :
N
j=1
v j+& ( y) dy dx,
q^N+1(;)= :
N
i=1
|
0
|
0
gi (x, y) ;i ( y) dy dx.
Equation (3.81) can be added to the 3N equations (3.79) yielding a system
in the 3N+1 unknowns cij , i=1, ..., N; j=1, 2, 3, and cN+1 . From Lemma
3.11 the coefficient matrix B of this system is nonsingular and therefore the
3N+1 vector c=(c11 , c12 , c13 , ..., cN1 , cN2 , cN3 , cN+1) is uniquely deter-
mined as a function c=c(v1, ..., vN, ;) of v1, ..., vN and ;. If we set c=
c(v1, ..., vN, ;) in the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.10) then (3.10) can be solved for v^i as
a function of v1, ..., vN and ;. The final step in defining T is to eliminate ;
by imposing the boundary condition
v^i
n
=0, x # 0. (3.83)
More explicitly, this equation is a system of N linear integral equations in
the N unknowns ;1, ..., ;N. As we shall see, on the basis of Lemma 3.10, we
can show that this system uniquely determines ;=(;1, ..., ;N) as a function
of v. Replacing ; by ;(v), determined by (3.83), in the expression for
v^=v^(v, ;) yields a map T : v  v^. In order to show that this is a map
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from X into itself we need to analyze in detail systems (3.83) and (3.79),
(3.81) to derive precise estimates for ; and cij , cN+1 .
Lemma 3.14. There exists =0>0 such that 0<=<=0 implies
(i) {
q hi =& :
N
j=1
|
0i \
w j
n
V ih&w
j V
i
h
n +
& :
n
j=1
j{i
|
0i \
V j
n
V ih&V
j V
i
h
n ++O(=&12e&(52)(&=) di
!
),
q hi =O(=
&52e&2(&=) d i
!
),
(ii) qhi (v)=O(=
&52e&(&=) d i
!
&v&X+=32 &v&2C 0(0)),
(iii) qhi (;
i)=O(=&32e&(&=) d i
!
&;i&C0 (0)).
Proof. Lemma 3.2 implies
{ |w
h(x)|<C&e&(&=) d i
!
,
|wh(x)|<C&e&(32)(&=) d i
!
,
x # 0i ,
x # |i ,
h=1, ..., N,
h=1, ..., N
and
{ |V
h(x)|<Ce&(&~ =) d i
!
,
|V h(x)|<Ce&(32) (&~ =) d i
!
,
x # 0 i ,
x # |i ,
h=1, ..., N; h{i,
h=1, ..., N; h{i.
On the other hand Eq. (3.35) implies for =>0 small
|
|i
|V ih |<C=
32
|
0i"|i
|V ih |<C=
&12e&(&~ 2=) d i
!
.
These estimates and inequality (3.17) imply
}|0i F \u i, :
N
j=1
w j+ :
N
j=1
j{i
V j+ V ih }\||i+|0i "|i+ }F \u i, :
N
j=1
w j+ :
N
j=1
j{i
V j+ V ih }
C&=&12e&(52)(&=) d i
!
.
The first expression for q hi in (i) follows from this estimate, Eq. (3.16) and
Green’s identity together with the fact that LiV ih=0. The other estimate in (i)
follows from the first and Lemma 2.3. To prove (ii) we note that
|
0i
(Liv j) V ih=&|
0i \
v j
n
V ih&v
j V
i
h
n +=O(=&72e&(&=) d i
!
&v j&C1), j{i,
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and that Lemma 3.6, (ii) and (iii) give
:
N
j=1
|
0i
(F"(u!)&F"(u i)) v j V ih+|
0i
F \u!, :
N
j=1
v j+ V ih
=O(=32e&(&=) d i
!
&v&C 0+=32 &v&2C 0).
Estimate (iii) follows immediately from (3.80) and (3.73).
Lemma 3.15. There exists =0>0 such that 0<=<=0 implies
(i) q N+1=O \ :
N
j=1
e&(3&2=) d j
!+ ;
(ii) qN+1(v)=O \ :
N
i=1
e&(&2=) d i
!
:
N
j=1
j{i
&v&C0 (0i"|i )
+ :
N
i=1
:
N
j=1
j{i
&v j&C 0(|i )+&v&
2
C 0+ ,
where |i=B(!i , d!i 2);
(iii) q^N+1(;)=O(&;&C 0 (0)).
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 3.5 and the estimate (3.74). The
same estimate and Lemma 3.6 imply (ii). Part (iii) follows from the
estimate (3.64) in Lemma 3.9.
From Lemmata 3.11, 3.14, and 3.15 it follows that system (3.79), (3.81)
is of the form
__
=12K I
0 }
0
|0|
&2 &+e&(&=) d ! _ O(1)O(=&1) } O(=
&12)
O(=) && _
c1
b
cn
cN+1&
=_
{1
&
b
{N
O(e&(32)(&=) d!)
+_
O(=&12e&(52)(&=) d!+=&52e&(&=) d! &v&X
+=32 &v&2X+=
&32e&(&=) d! &;&C 0 (0))
O(e&(&2=) d ! &v&X
+Ni=1 
N
j=1, j{i &v
i&C0 (|i )+&v&
2
X+&;&C 0(0))
& ,
(3.84)
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where
ci1 {i1
ci=_ci2& , {i=_{i2&ci3 {i3
and
{ij=& :
N
h=1
|
0i \
wh
n
V ij&w
h
V ij
n +& :
N
h=1
h{i
|
0i \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n + . (3.85)
From (3.84) it follows that, for =<<1,
{ci (v, ;)=
=&12
K
{i+e&(&^=) d
!O(=&1e&(32)(&=) d!+=&3 &v&X+=&2 &;&C0(0)),
cN+1(v, ;)=O(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+e&(&^2=) d! &v&X+&;&C0(0)),
(3.86)
where we have also used Lemma 3.14 (i), which implies that
|{h |=O(=&52e&2(&=) d
!
), (3.87)
and the fact that v # X implies
:
N
i=1
:
N
j=1
j{i
&v j&C0 (|i )+&v&
2
X<(1+C ) e
&(3&^2=) d! &v&X . (3.88)
Recall that &^ is the minimum of all & # (0, &~ ] introduced in the previous
estimates. Assuming that the ci , cN+1 appearing in (3.10) have been
replaced by the solutions ci (v, ;), cN+1(v, ;) we now turn to the analysis
of the N conditions (3.83).
Lemma 3.16. The N conditions (3.83) are equivalent to a system of N
linear integral equations for the unknowns ;i # C0(0), i=1, ..., N. These
equations have the form
I 0 ;1 %1
\ 12 =&2 _ . . . &+O(=&1)+_ b &=_ b & , (3.89)0 I ;N %N
where I: C0(0)  C0(0) is the identity, the matrix O(=&1) is an N_N
matrix of linear integral operators from C0(0) into itself which are bounded
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by C=&1 for some C>0, and for i=1, ..., N, the map %i : (x, v1, ..., vN) 
%i (x, v) # R satisfies the estimate
&%i ( } , v)&C0 (0)<C&=&1(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+(1+C ) e&(&^2=) d ! &v&X). (3.90)
Hence, there exists =0>0 such that, for 0<=<=0 , system (3.89) is solvable
and the solution ;=(;1, ..., ;N) satisfies
&;(v)&C 0 (0)) N<C&=(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+(1+C ) e&(&^2=) d! &v&X). (3.91)
Proof. Once the cij , cN+1 , obtained by solving system (3.84), are
inserted in (3.10), these equations can be solved yielding
v^i (x)=& :
3
k=1
:
N
j=1
cjk(v, ;) |
0i
gi (x, y) u!!jk( y) dy
+cN+1(v, ;) |
0i
gi (x, y) dy&|
0i
gi (x, y)(L(u!)( y)&_) dy
& :
N
h=1
h{i
|
0i
gi (x, y)(Livh)( y) dy
+ :
N
h=1
|
0i
gi (x, y)[(F(u!)&F(u i)) vh]( y) dy
+|
0i
gi (x, y) F \u!, :
N
h=1
vh+ ( y) dy
+|
0
gi (x, y) ; i ( y) dy
= :
7
k=1
wk(x). (3.92)
Lemmata 3.9, 3.12, and the estimate (3.86) for cij (v, ;) imply
{
|w1(x)|C&e&(&=) di (x)=&4(e&(2&=) d
!
+e&(&^=) d !(&v&X+= &;&C0(0))),
"w1n "C 0(0)C&=&5(e&(2&=) d
!
+e&(&^=) d !(&v&X+= &;&C0 (0))) ,
(3.93)
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and
{
|w2(x)|<C&e&(&=) di (x)(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+(1+C ) e&(&^2=) d ! &v&X+&;&C 0(0)),
"w2n "C 0 (0)<C&=&1(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+(1+C ) e&(&^2=) d! &v&X+&;&C 0 (0)).
(3.94)
From Lemma 3.6 and slight extensions of Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 3.12, it
follows that
{
|w4(x)|C&C e&(&=) di(x)e&(&^2=) di
!
&v&X ,
"w4n "C 0 (0)C&C =&1e&(&^2=)di
!
&v&X ,
(3.95)
{
|w5(x)|C&e&(&=) di (x)e&(&=) d
! &v&X ,
"w5n "C0 (0)C&=&1e&(&=) d
! &v&X ,
(3.96)
and
{
|w6(x)|C&C e&(&=) di (x)e&(32)(&^=) d
! &v&X ,
"w6n "C0 (0)C&C =&1e&(32)(&^=) d
! &v&X .
(3.97)
From Lemmata 3.5, 3.9, and 3.12 it follows that
{
|w3(x)|<C&e&(&=) di (x)e&(32)(&=) d
!
,
"w3n "C0 (0)<C&=&1e&(32)(&=) d
!
.
(3.98)
Lemma 3.10 implies
w7
n
(x)=
1
2
=&2;i (x)+(K;i)(x); &K;i&C 0 (0)<C=&1 &; i&C 0 (0) .
(3.99)
From these estimates, expression (3.92) for v^i, and the fact that cij (v, ;) and
cN+1(v, ;) depend linearly on ;, it follows that the equation v^ in=0 has
the form
1
2=
&2;i (x)+(K; i )(x)+1(;)(x)=% i(x, v), (3.100)
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where 1 : (C0(0))N  C0(0) is the contribution due to the fact that
w1 n, w2n depend linearly on ; through cij (v, ;), and cN+1(v, ;), as
seen from (3.80) and (3.81). Estimates (3.93) and (3.94) imply that
&1;&C 0 (0)C &;&C 0 (0) N . (3.101)
The function %i is given by &6h=1 (whn)+1; and the estimate (3.90)
follows from (3.93)(3.98). The estimate for ; is a straightforward conse-
quence of (3.89) and (3.90). This completes the proof.
If we introduce the estimate (3.91) into the above estimate for |wh(x)|,
h=1, ..., 6 and also use the fact that Lemma 3.9 implies
|w7(x)|<C&=&1(e&(&=) d(x)+e&(&=) d i
!
) &;&C0 (0) N , (3.102)
we obtain
|v^i (x)|<C&(e&(32)(&=) d
!
+(1+C ) e&(&^2=) d! &v&X)
_(e&(&=) di (x)+e&(&=) d(x)+e&(&=) d !). (3.103)
v # X implies &v&XC e(&3&^2=) d
!
, therefore, if C in the definition of X is
chosen sufficiently large, say twice the constant C& in (3.103), and =>0 is
smaller than some = >0, then (3.103) implies
|v^i (x)|<C e&(32)(&=) d ! (e&(&=) di (x)+e&(&=) d(x)+e&(&=) d!). (3.104)
A similar analysis yields
= |Dv^i (x)|<C e&(32)(&=) d!(e&(&=) di (x)+e&(&=) d(x)+e&(&=) d!). (3.105)
The dependence of v^ on v is essentially linear, the only nonlinear terms
being the ones originating from F(u!,  vh). Therefore the same arguments
leading to (3.103) and (3.105) lead to
{ |(v^
i&w^i )(x)|Ce&(&2=) d! &v&w&X ,
= |Dv^i (x)&Dw^i (x)|Ce&(&2=) d ! &v&w&X .
(3.106)
Therefore, T : v  v^ is a map from X into itself and is a contraction. Thus
there is a unique v! # X such that Tv!=v!. This v! and the corresponding
cij and cN+1 (together with the function ;(v) determined in Lemma 3.16)
solve Eq. (3.10) and therefore, on the basis of Lemma 3.2, solve Eq. (3.4).
The estimate (3.6) follows from (3.104) and the estimate (3.5) follows
by introducing &v!&X<Ce&(32)(&=) d
!
into (3.86) (after putting it in the
estimate (3.91) for ;(v!)).
From (3.4) it follows that, if !0 # 0N$ satisfies c
!0=0, then u0=u!0+v!0
is a stationary solution of (1.1). To see that, vice versa, if u0 lies near the
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basic manifold M and is a stationary solution of (1.1), then u0 must be of
the form u0=u!0+v!0 for some !0 # 0N$ , we observe that, given any u in a
small neighborhood of M there are uniquely determined ! # 0N$ ;
vi : R3N  R, i=1, ..., N; ; i : 0  R, i=1, ..., N such that
{
u=u!+ :
N
h=1
vh,
(3.107){
Livi=; i$(0),
vi
n
=0,
x # R3"0i
x # 0,
(vi, u ixj ) =0, j=1, 2, 3; i=1, ..., N.
To see this we note that problem (3.107) is equivalent to the following
problem in the 3N+2N+N unknowns ! # 0N$ ; (w
i
1 , w
i
2), i=1, ..., N; ;
i,
i=1, ..., N
u=u!+ :
N
h=1
h{i
wh2+w
i
1 , x # 0i , i=1, ..., N
(3.108)
Liw i2=;
i$(0), x # R3"0i , i=1, ..., N
{w
i
2
n
=0, x # 0"0i ,
w i1
n
=0, x # 0 & 0i
|
0i
w i1u
i
xj+|
R 3"0i
w i2u
i
xj=0, j=1, 2, 3; i=1, ..., N,
where w i1 , w
i
2 should be interpreted as the restrictions of v
i to 0 i and to
R3"0i , respectively. Equations (3.108) are linear in w i1 , w
i
2 , ;
i, i=1, ..., N
and moreover, outside 0 i , the operator Li is very close to the constant
coefficient operator &=2 2+F"(:(\0+a!)). On the other hand, as we have
discussed in Lemma 3.11, the linearization !  Ni=1 
3
j=1 ! iju
!
!ij of the
map !  u! has maximal rank equal to 3N. Using these observations,
Lemma 3.10, and the implicit function theorem, one shows that, for u
sufficiently near M, Eqs. (3.108) uniquely determine !, w i1 , w
i
2 ; ;
i, and
therefore !, vi, ;i satisfying Eqs. (3.107) are uniquely determined. Thus, if u0
is a stationary solution of (1.1), then, provided u0 is sufficiently close to M,
we have u0=u!0+Nh=1 v
i
0 for some !0 , v
i
0 , ;
i
0 satisfying (3.107). Inserting
this expression for u0 into (3.10), using (3.107) and the fact that u0 is a
stationary solution, we find that (3.10) is satisfied with cij=0. Since the
contraction mapping argument used above shows that for each ! # 0N$
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Eq. (3.10) has a unique solution (c!, v!), we conclude that c!0=0 and v!0=
Nh=1 v
h
0 . By checking the previous part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see
that all arguments can be repeated verbatim if, in the definition of the
space X, we replace the factor e&(32)(&^=) d! by =’ with ’>0 sufficiently large.
The last statement in the theorem follows from (3.86), (3.91), and (3.6).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
We have that
:
3
j=1
:
N
i=1
c!iju
!
!ij=L0(u
!+v!) for s # 0, (4.1)
where v! # X is the fixed point of the operator T : X  X constructed in the
proof of Theorem 3.1,
c!ij=
=&(12)
K
{ij+O(=&3e&(52)(&=) d
!
), &v!&X=O(e&(32)(&=) d
!
), (4.2)
and the conservative AllenCahn operator is
&L0(u)==2 2u&F $(u)+
1
|0| |0 F $(u). (4.3)
Recall that (4.3), as well as the CahnHilliard equation (1.1), has an
associated energy functional
J=(u)=|
0 \
=2
2
|{u|2+F(u)+ .
Even though the manifold [u!+v! : ! # 0N$ ] given by Theorem 3.1 is not
invariant, we nevertheless have
Lemma 4.1. The function W(!) :=J=(u!+v!) is a Liapunov function for
the differential equation
!4 =c!, c!=(c!1 , ..., c
!
N). (4.4)
Proof. We compute
W4 (!)=:
ij
W!ij (!) c
!
ij=&:
ij
|
0
L0(u!+v!)(u!!ij+v
!
!ij) c
!
ij
=&:
ij
:
hk
c!hkc
!
ij \|0 u!!hk u!!ij+|0 u!!hk v!!ij+ , (4.5)
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where we have also used (4.1). Since, aside from a small error of
O(e&(&=) d !), the matrix =&12 0 u!!hk u
!
!ij coincides with the principal 3N_3N
matrix in (3.84), it follows that
:
ij
:
hk
c!hkc
!
ij |
0
u!!hk u
!
!ijC= |c
! |2. (4.6)
On the other hand one can show that
= &v!!ij &L2 (0)Ce
&(32)(&=) d! (4.7)
and therefore
}:ij :hk c
!
hkc
!
ij |
0
u!!hk v
!
!ij }Ce&(32)(&=) d! |c! |2. (4.8)
From the estimates (4.6), (4.8), and Eq. (4.5), it follows that
W4 (!)&C= |c! |2, (4.9)
which shows W: 0N$  R is a Liapunov function for Eq. (4.4).
We need a detailed analysis of the expression for {ij given in (3.85). We
begin with the following lemmata.
Lemma 4.2. The function wi defined by (2.11) is given by
wi (x)=|
0
g (x, y) , i ( y) dy, (4.10)
where ,i : 0  R is such that
(i) given 0<&<&~ , there is a constant C& such that
|,i (x)|<C&=2e&(&=) |x&!i |, x # 0, (4.11)
for any sufficiently small =>0.
(ii) given 0<;<1, there is a constant C; such that
", i+2=2 u
i
n "C(0)<C;=2+;e&(&~ =) d(!i , 0),
for any sufficiently small =>0.
Corollary. Given any 0<&<&~ , there is a constant C& such that the
function wi in Lemma 2.3 satisfies the estimate
|wi (x)|<C&=e&(&=) miny # 0 [ | y&!i | +|x& y|]
for all sufficiently small =>0.
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Proof. From (4.10), (4.11), and the expression for g it follows that
|wi (x)|<C& |
0
e&(&~ =) |x& y|e&(&=) | y&!i |
|x& y|
dy
<C&=e&(&=) miny # 0 [ | y&!i |+|x& y|] |
0
e&(&~ &&) |x& y|=
|x& y|=
dy
=2
.
This concludes the proof. K
Proof of Lemma 4.2. By standard potential theory (see [F]), the func-
tion wi is given by
wi (x)=|
0
g (x, y) ,( y) dy, (4.12)
where ,: 0  R is the solution of the integral equation
1
2=2
,(x)+(K,)(x)=&
u i
n
(x), x # 0 (4.13)
and K is defined by
(K9)(x)=&
1
4?=2 |0 \
1
|x& y|
+
&~
=+
(x& y, n)
|x& y|2
e&(&~ =) |x& y|9( y) dy,
where n is the exterior unit normal vector at x # 0. From this expression
for K and the fact that the smoothness of 0 implies
|(x& y, n) |C |x& y|2, x, y # 0,
for some constant C, it follows that
|K9(x)|C=&1 &9&C(0) |
0 \
=
|x& y|
+1+ e&(&~ =) |x& y|=&2 dy
C =&1 &9&C(0) . (4.14)
Assume now that the function 9: 0  R satisfies an estimate of the
form
|9( y)|<C0e&(&=) | y&!i |,
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for some 0<&<&~ and some constant C0 . Then we have
|K9(x)|<CC0 =&1e&(&=) |x&!i | |
0 \
=
|x& y|
+1+ e&(&~ &&)= |x& y|=&2 dy
C &C0=&1e&(&=) |x&!i |, (4.15)
where we have set C &=C supx # 0 0 (=|x& y|+1) e&((&~ &&)=) |x& y|=&2 dy.
The estimate (4.14) implies that Eq. (4.13) can be solved for , and that
, is given by
,=&2=2 :

j=0
(&1) j 2 j =2 jK j
u i
n
. (4.16)
From this, (4.15), and the fact that |(u in)(x)|<Ce&(&~ =) |x&!i |, it follows
that, for =>0 sufficiently small we have
|,(x)|<C=2e&(&=) |x&!i | :

j=0
(2C &=) j=C&=2e&(&=) |x&!i |, (4.17)
which proves (i) with C&=C j=0 (2C &=)
j. To prove (ii) we note that
(4.14) implies
",+2=2 u
i
n "C(0)="&2=2 :

j=1
(&1) j 2 j =2 jK j
u i
n "C(0)
C=2 "u
i
n "C(0) :

j=1
(2C =) j
C=2+; "u
i
n "C(0) :

j=1
(2C =1&;) j
C;=2+;e&(&~ =) d(!i , 0),
with C;=C j=1 (2C =
1&;) j. K
Define
{hij=&|
0i \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n +&|0i \
wh
n
V ij&w
h
V ij
n + , h{i
{ iij=&|
0i \
wi
n
V ij&w
i
V ij
n + ,
and
{hi = :
3
j=1
{hijej , where ej , j=1, 2, 3, is the standard basis in R
3.
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Given (! 1 , ..., ! N) # 0N$ we let d
!
i , 
a
i , 
b
i be the corresponding distances
and sets defined in the Introduction. We also let 0

i to be the set 0i corre-
sponding to ! i .
Let ! =(! 1 , ..., ! N) # 0N$ satisfy (1.8). Then a standard argument based
on the implicit function theorem shows that there is a neighborhood N of
! such that given any ! # N and ’ # 7 bi there is a unique ’ near ’ which
has the property that the segment [!i ’] is orthogonal to 0 at
(!i+’)2 # 0. Moreover the set 7bi corresponding to ! is contained in
[’: ’ # 7 bi ].
Lemma 4.3. Let ! =(! 1 , ..., ! N) # 0N$ satisfy (1.8). Then given M>0
there exists =M>0 such that, if = # (0, =M) and !=(!1 , ..., !N) # 0N$ , |!&! |
<M= then
(i) {hi =1=
12e&(&~ =) |!i&!h |uih+=;O(=12e&(&~ =) |!i&!h | ),
if ! h #  ai
(ii) {hi =O(=
&#e&2(&~ =)(d i
!+d )), if ! h   ai for some ;>0, # # R,
d >0, and 1=
?&~ C 2
K
,
(iii) {
{ ii= :
’ #  i
b
{’i , where
{’i =
1
- (1&(k1 2) |’&!i | )(1&(k2 2) |’&! i | )
_=12e&(&~ =) |’&!i |u’i +=
;O(=12e&(&~ =) |’&!i |),
where ’ is the mirror image of !i near ’ , a mirror image of ! i with
respect to 0 and k1 , k2 are the principal curvatures of 0 at
the midpoint of the segment [!i , ’].
Proof. We first prove (i) and (ii). We can assume that the origin coin-
cides with the mid-point of the segment [!i !h]. We can also assume that
the x3 axis is directed as the unit vector uih . Under these assumptions Aih=
0i & 0h is a subset of the plane x3=0 and !i=(0, 0, &|!i&!h |2),
!h=(0, 0, |!i&!h |2). Let U (r)#U*(r, \+a!)&:(\+a!), then from
Theorem 2 in [GNN] there is a constant C and bounded functions
‘i : (0, )  R with the property
|‘i (r)&1|=O(r&1), i=0, 1, 2 (4.18)
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and such that
U (i)(r)=&(&1) i &~ i‘i (r)
e&&~ r
r
for i=0, 1, 2. (4.19)
Therefore, on Aih , we have, after setting s2=x21+x
2
2 , 2d=|!i&!h |
V h=&C =‘0 \- d
2+s2
= +
e&(&~ =) - d 2+s2
- d 2+s2
,
V h
n
=&&~ C ‘1 \- d
2+s2
= + e&(&~ =) - d2+s2
d
d 2+s2
,
V ij=
&~ C
K
=&12‘1 \- d
2+s2
= + e&(&~ =) - d2+s2 {
x j
d 2+s2
,
d
d 2+s2
,
j=1, 2,
j=3,
V ij
n
=&&~ 2
C
K
=&32‘2 \- d
2+s2
= + e&(&~ =) - d 2+s 2 {
xj d
(d 2+s2)32
,
d 2
(d 2+s2)32
,
j=1, 2,
j=3,
+&~
C
K
=&12‘1 \- d
2+s2
= + e&(&~ =) - d2+s2
_{
&xjd
(d 2+s2)2
,
s2
(d 2+s2)2
,
j=1, 2
j=3.
(4.20)
From (4.20) we can derive that if j{3 then
|
Aih \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n +=O(=&#e&(2&~ =)(d+d )) (4.21)
provided d =d((! h+! i)2, 0)>0. The estimate (4.21) follows from the
observation that if j{3 the integrand in (4.21) is an odd function of x j ,
which is a consequence of (4.20).
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Remark. In the exceptional case when d =0 one can still obtain that for
j{3
|
Aih \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n +=O(=;+12e&(2&~ =) d),
for some ;>0 and this estimate suffices for the following. To see this one
again uses the oddness of the integrand together with the fact that d =0
which implies that 0 is tangent at (! h+! i )2 to the sphere of center ! i
and radius d!i .
On the other hand if j=3, then
|
Aih \
V h
n
V i3&V
h V
i
3
n +
=\|B: - &= ln =+|Aih"B: - &= ln =+\
V h
n
V i3&V
h V
i
3
n +=I1+I2 , (4.22)
where Br /A ih is the ball of radius r centered at 0, and : is to be chosen
later.
I1=|
B: - &= ln =
V h
n
V i3&|
B: - &= ln =
V h
V i3
n
=I 11+I
2
1 . (4.23)
Substitution gives
I 11=&2?
&~ 2C 2
K
=&12 |
: - &= ln =
0
‘21 \- d
2+s2
= +
d 2
d 2+s2
e&(2&~ =) - d2+s2s ds
=&2?
&~ 2C 2
K d 2
=&12 {|
: - &= ln =
0 _‘21 \
- d 2+s2
= +&1&
_\ d
2
d 2+s2+
2
=&(2&~ =) - d 2+s 2 s ds
&|
: - &= ln =
0
[(d 2+s2)2&d 4] s
(d 2+s2)2
e&2(&~ =) - d2+s2 ds
+|
: - &= ln =
0
(e(&2&~ =) - d 2+s 2&e&(2&~ =)(d+(12)(s2 d ))) s ds
+e&2(&~ =)d |
: - &= ln =
0
e&(&~ =)(s2 d) s ds=
=&2?&~ 2
C 2
K d 2
=&12(J1+J2+J3+J4). (4.24)
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We have
|J1 |<C=2 |ln =| e&2(&~ =)d, (4.25)
which follows from (4.18). Also,
|J2 |<C=2(ln =)2 e&(2&~ =)d, (4.26)
|J3 |=e&(2&~ =)d |
: - &= ln =
0
(e&(2&~ =)(s 2 (- d2+s2+d ))&e&&~ s2 =d) s ds
<e&(2&~ =)d |
: - &= ln =
0
(e&(2&~ =)(s2 (- d2&: 2= ln =+d))&e&(&~ =)(s 2d )) s ds
C=2 |ln =| e&(2&~ =)d , (4.27)
where we have chosen :=- d&~ . Finally, we get
J4=e&(2&~ =)d |
: - &= ln =
0
e&(&~ =)(s2d ) s ds
=
=
2
d
&~
e&(2&~ =)d (1&e(&~ =)(:2 = ln =d ))=
=
2
d
&~
e&(2&~ =)d (1&=). (4.28)
Therefore we can conclude that
I 11=&?
&~ dC 2
K d
=12e&(2&~ =)d (1+O(=(ln =)2)). (4.29)
A similar computation yields
I 21=&?
&~ dC 2
K d
=12e&(2&~ =)d (1+O(=(ln =)2)). (4.30)
On the other hand, a straightforward computation shows that there is a
;>0 such that
|I2 |C=&12e&2(&~ =)d |
D
: - &= ln =
e&2(&~ =) s2 (- d2+s 2+d ) s ds
C=12e&2(&~ =)d=;, (4.31)
where D is the diameter of Aih .
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From the expressions for V h and V ij , we see that
}|0i "Aih \
V h
n
V ij&V
h
V ij
n +}<C=&#e&2(&~ =)(d+d ). (4.32)
We now turn to the computation of the terms containing wh. From Lemma
4.2 we have
wi (x)=&2=2 |
0
g (x, y)
u i
n
( y)+w i2(x)=w
i
1(x)+w
i
2(x),
where w i2 satisfies the estimate
|w i2(x)|<C;=
2+;e&(&~ =) d(!i , 0) |
0
e&(&~ =) |x& y|
4?=2 |x& y|
dy
<C=1+;e&(&~ =) d(!i , 0).
The assumption |!&! |<M= implies that for each ’ # 7 bi the corresponding
’ satisfies
1
2 |’&! i |<d(!i , 0)+CM =
for some constant CM>0 independent of ’ . Therefore from the above
estimate we get
|w i2(x)|<Ce
&~ CM =1+;e&(&~ 2=) |’&!i |=O(=1+;e&(&~ 2=) |’&!i |), for all ’ # 7 bi .
(4.33)
Given ’ # 7 bi let ’ be the mirror image of ! i (with respect to 0) corre-
sponding to ’ . We can assume that the origin is at the mid-point of the
segment [!i , ’] and that the axis x3 is directed as u’i . Then the tangent
plane to 0 at 0 coincides with the x1 , x2 plane. We assume that k1 , k2 ,
the principal curvatures of 0 at 0, satisfy
1&kj d>0, j=1, 2, d= 12 |!i&’|, (4.34)
where the sign convention for the curvatures is that k1 , k2 are positive for
a sphere centered at !i . This is just assumption (1.8). Recall that u in=
V in and for y # 0 near y=0, n$u’i =e3 . By expanding the expressions
in (4.20) on 0, we have that
u i
n
( y)$
&~ C
=
e&(&~ =)[d+(12)[((1d )&k1 ) y
2
1+((1d )&k2 ) y
2
2 ]], (4.35)
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and a similar expression may be obtained for V i3 n. It follows,
using these refined versions of (4.20) and disregarding smaller terms,
|
0i & B- &= ln =
w i1
V i3
n
dx
=2&~ 2
C
K d
=12e&(&~ =)d |
0i & B - &= ln =
e&(&~ 2=) 
2
h=1 ((1d )&kh ) x
2
h
_\|0 & B(x, &a= ln =)+|0"B(x, &a= ln =)+ g (x, y)
u i
n
( y) dx dy
=H1+H 2, (4.36)
where B(x, r) is the ball of center x and radius r, Br=B(0, r), and a>0 is
a constant. From (4.35) it follows that
H 1=2&~ 3
C 2
K d 2
=12e&(2&~ =)d |
0i & B- &= ln =
e&(&~ 2=) 
2
h=1 ((1d )&kh ) x
2
h
_|
0 & B(x, &a= ln =)
e&(&~ =)( |x& y|+(12) 
2
h=1 ((1d )&kh ) y
2
h)
4?=2 |x& y|
dx dy.
Set x1=(x1 , x2). With the change of variables x1==12p, y1&x1==z, and
observing that y2i ==
2z2i +2=
32zi p i+=p2i , i=1, 2, the double integral I in
the expression for H1 becomes
I=|
| p|<- &ln =
e&&~ 
2
h=1 ((1d )&kh) p
2
h
_|
|z|< &a ln =
e&&~ ( |z|+(12) 
2
h=1 ((1d )&kh)(=z
2
h+2=
12zh ph))
4? |z|
(1+O(&= ln =)) dp dz
=(1+O(=;)) |
R2
e&&~ 
2
h=1 ((1d)&kh ) p
2
h |
R 2
e&&~ |z|
4? |z|
dp dz
=
?
2&~ 2
1
- ((1d )&k1)((1d )&k2)
+O(=;),
for some ; > 0 where we have also used dx = (1 + O ( |x1 | 2 ) dx1 =
= ( 1 + O ( &= ln = ) ) dp and e&&~ 2 2h = 1 ( ( 1 d ) & kh ) ( =
2z2h + 2=
1 2zh ph )=
(1+O(=12(&ln =)32)). Therefore we have
H1=
?&~ C 2
K d - (1&dk1)(1&dk2)
=12e&(2&~ =) d (1+O(= ;)).
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A similar computation shows that there is a ;>0 such that H2=
O(=;+12e&(2&~ =)d ). The same argument used for w i1 and the estimate (4.33)
show that
|
0i & B- &= ln =
w i2
V i3
n
=O(= ;+12e&(2&~ =)d).
Therefore we can conclude that
|
0i & B- &= ln =
wi
V i3
n
=
?&~ C 2
K d - (1&dk1)(1&dk2)
=12e&(2&~ =)d+O(= ;+12e&(2&~ =)d ). (4.37)
A similar computation shows that 0i & B- &= ln = (w
in) V i3 has the same
approximate expression. The same analysis can be done for each ’ # 7 bi and
the corresponding ’. On the other hand, one can show that
|
0i "’ # 7 i
b B((’+!i 2), - &= ln =) \
wi
n
V ij&w
i
V ij
n +=O(= ;=12e&2(&~ =) d(!i , 0))
(4.38)
for some ;>0.
Therefore we can conclude that
{ ii= :
’ # 7 i
b
{’i , where {
’
i =
2?&~ C 2u’i
K - (1&dk1)(1&dk2)
=12e&(&~ =) |’&!i |
+O(= ;=12e&(&~ =) |’&!i | ). (4.39)
From Lemma 4.2 it follows that if h{i
|
0i \
wh
n
V ij&w
h
V ij
n +=O(=&#e&2(&~ =)(d+d )). (4.40)
Therefore the terms containing wh are small in {hij . From this observation
and (4.21), (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), (4.32) it follows that if ! h # 7 ai
{hi =2?&~
C 2
K
=12e&(&~ =) |!i&!h |uih+= ;O(=12e&(&~ =) |!i&!h |). (4.41)
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If ! h  7 ai , estimates (4.32) and (4.40) yield
{hi =O(=
&#e&2(&~ =)(d i
!+d )). (4.42)
The proof is concluded.
We now show that besides the energy W(!) there is another function,
namely the function !  d !, which is a Liapunov function in an open sub-
set of 0N$ . Recalling the definition of d
! this means that the minimum of
the distances between the !i ’s and between the !i ’s and their mirror images
with respect to the boundary is nonincreasing along the orbits of the vector
field c!.
Proposition 4.4. There is d >0 depending only on 0 such that, provided
=>0 is sufficiently small, the function !  d ! is a Liapunov function for the
differential equation !4 =c! in the set 0N$ "0
N
d .
Proof. Given ! # 0N$ , let !( } ) be the solution of !4 =c
! satisfying
!(0)=!. For p=( p1 , ..., pN) # 0N$ in a sufficiently small neighborhood of !
and for each ’ # 7bi , there is a unique q which coincides with ’ when pi
coincides with !i and has the property that the point (q+ pi )2 # 0
and moreover the line through pi , q is orthogonal to 0 at (q+ pi )2.
A straightforward computation shows that if p^i is the variation of pi , then
the corresponding variation q^ of q satisfies
( pi&q, p^i )=&( pi&q, q^) . (4.43)
Let V( p) be defined by
V( p)= 14 \ :
|!i&!j | =2d!
i, j
| p i& pj |2+ :
d i
!=d!
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
k’i | pi&q|
2+ , (4.44)
where
k’i =
1
2
1
- (1&(k1 2) |’&! i | )(1&(k2 2) |’&!i | )
.
Notice that
V(!)=\ :
|!i&!j |=2d!
i, j
1+ :
d i
!=d !
i
:
’ #  i
b
k’i + (d !)2. (4.45)
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From (4.43) and (4.44) it follows that
( gradph V( p), p^h)=\ :!j # 7 ah ( ph& pj , p^h)
+12 :
’ # 7bh
k’h(( ph&q, p^h)&( ph&q, q^) )+
= :!j # 7 ah ( ph& pj)+ :’ # 7 bh k
’
h( ph&q), p^h .
In particular, if we set p=!(t), p^h=c!(t)h and compute everything for t=0
we obtain
(gradphV(!(t)), c
!(t)
h ) | t=0
=_ :!j # 7 ah (!h&!j)+ :’ # 7 bh k
’
h(!h&’)& , c!h . (4.46)
If ! # 0N$ satisfies (1.8) then there is an :(!)>0 and a smooth map that
associates to each !$ such that |!&!$|<:(!), sets 1 ai , 1
b
i , i=1, ..., N with
the following properties
(P1 ) !$=! O 1 ai =7
a
i ; 1
b
i =7
b
i .
(P2 ) !$h # 1 ai  !h # 7
a
i . Moreover,
1
2 (!$i+!$h) # 0$i & 0$h , where 0$i
is the set 0i associated to !$.
(P3 ) ’$ # 1 bi  the segment [!$i , ’$] intersects orthogonally 0 i & 0
at the point 12 (!$i+’$).
On the other hand the map that associates to each ! # 0N$ the sets 7
a
i , 7
b
i
is upper semicontinuous. It follows that the set (7ai )$, (7
b
i )$ (the set 7
a
i , 7
b
i
corresponding to !$) satisfy
(7ai )$/1
a
i , (7
b
i )$/1
b
i (4.47)
provided |!$&!|<:(!).
From this observation, Lemma 4.3, and the estimate (4.2) it follows that,
for some constant C,
"c!i & 1K d !i e&(2&~ =) d
! \ :!h # 7ia (!h&! i)+ :’ # 7 ib k
’
i (’&!i)+"
C(= ;e&(2&~ =) d !+=&12&#e&(2&~ =)(d !+:(!))). (4.48)
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From this and (4.46) we derive
d
dt
V(!(t)) } t=0
&C = :
N
i=1
d !i " :!h # 7 ia u ih+ :’ # 7 ib k
’
i u
’
i "
2
+C(= ;+=# e&(2&~ =) :(!)) :
N
i=1
d !i " :!h # 7ia uih+ :’ # 7 ib k
’
i u
’
i " ,
(4.49)
where we have set # =&12&# and C ==(1K ) e&2(&~ =) d!.
Given :>0 let E: /0N$ be the set of the ! which satisfy (1.8) and are
such that there exists i # [1, ..., N] with the following properties
(P 1 ) d!i =d
!
(P 2 ) :(!)>:
(P 3 ) &!h # 7 ia (!h&!i )+’ # 7 ib k
’
i (’&!i )&>:.
From (4.49) it follows that for ! # E:
d
dt
V(!(t))} t=0&C =:2d !+C(= ;+=# e&(2&~ =):) :d !
&
1
2d !
C =:2 (4.50)
provided 0<= is smaller than some =:>0. This and (4.45) imply
(ddt)(d !(t))<0. To complete the proof we show that there are d0>0 and
:0 such that d !<d0 O ! # E:0 .
Let d>0 and ! # (0)N be such that d !=d. Choose i # [1, ..., N] such
that d!i =d. Fix +>0 small and let I/[1, ..., N] be the set defined by
h # I  {
h=i or,
_M1 and a subset [ jk]Mk=0 /[1, ..., N],
with j0=i, jM=h, and such that
&!jk&!jk&1 &<(2++)d, k=1, ..., M.
Let 7A=[!h | h # I, d!h=d], 7
B=!h # 7A 7
b
h and let 7=7
A _ 7B. Assume
first that 7B=, and let co 7A be the convex hull of 7A. Since co 7A is a
convex polyhedron with at most N vertices, there is an angle 0<XN<?2
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and an extreme point !h of co 7A such that co 7A is contained in a semi-
cone C with semiangle XN and vertex !h . It follows that for each !j # 7ah we
have
(!j&!h , n) d cos XN ,
where here n is the unit vector parallel to the axis of C and pointing inside
C. Therefore ! # E: with :<d min(+, cos XN). Suppose now that 7B{,.
The definition of 7 implies that 7 has diameter <(2++)(N+1) d. If d>0
is taken sufficiently small, this implies that each !j # 7A has a unique
orthogonal projection yj # 0 on 0 near !j . Let 7A+ be the set
7A+=[’ j=2yj&!j : !j # 7
A],
7B is contained in 7A+ since 7
B=[’j # 7A+ : &’j&!j &=2d].
Note that 7A _ 7A+ has at most 2N points. Therefore there exist
0<X2N<?2 and a point ‘ # 7A _ 7A+ such that 7
A _ 7A+ is contained in
a semicone C with semiangle X2N and vertex in ‘. Let =(?2)&X2N .
If d>0 is sufficiently small (depending on 0 and N), we can assume
that 7A _ 7A+ is also contained in the semicone C with semiangle
X2N+2<?2 and vertex at the point ‘ # 7A _ 7A+ symmetric to ‘ with
respect to 0. Either ‘ or ‘ coincides with some !h # 7A. Thus
" :!j # 7 ah (!j&!h)+ :’ # 7 bh k
’
h(’&!h)"
>min[1, k’h : ’ # 7
b
h] d cos(X2N+2)
> 12 d cos(X2N+2), (4.51)
where we have used the fact that k’h>
1
2 . Thus we have that ! # E: provided
:d min(+, 12 cos(X2N+2)). Therefore we can conclude that there exists
d0>0 (depending only on N and 0) such that
d !<d0 O ! # E: ,
with :=$ min(+, 12 cos(X2N+2)). (We can assume that d0>$.)
We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3. From
Proposition 4.4, 0N$ is a negatively invariant set for the vector field c
!.
From this and Lemma 4.1 it follows that there is a point != # 0Nd0 which is
a point of maximum for W. Thus grad W(!=)=0 and therefore (4.9)
implies c!==0. From Theorem 3.1 the function u!=u! =+v! = is a stationary
solution with N spikes of both the mass conserving AllenCahn and Cahn
Hilliard equations. The function u! satisfies (i) of Theorem 1.3 by construc-
tion. Statement (ii) is a consequence of the definition of u! and of the
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estimates for V i and wi in Lemma 2.3 and of the estimate (3.6) for v!.
Part (iii) was proved above.
To see (iv), note that our solution, u=, has the form u==u!=+v! = where
v! = # X. The definition of X shows that it is sufficient to show that u! =
satisfies (iv). Furthermore, by the definition of u! in (2.13), and the results
in Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that u i, defined in (2.9), satisfies (iv). The
! in the definition of u i is != but Lemma 2.4 allows us to replace this by
! , in which case a! =0. The form of U*, as seen in Proposition 2.1 and an
extension to U r* , shows that U*(r, \0)=:(\0)+O(e&cr) in C1 for some
c>0. It follows that
J=(u i)=|
0
c2
2
e&2cr= dx+F(:(\0)) |0|+O(=)
=F(:(\0)) |0|+O(=),
where r=|x&!i |.
Since 0 u!
 =u |0|, we see that F(:(\0))=J(u )+O(=), which concludes
the proof of (iv).
The proof of (v) follows the analysis in [BDS] and is based on the one-
dimensional result in [BF2]. The idea is to carefully build test functions
with support in a neighborhood of each single spike and then use the
Raleigh quotient calculation given in [BF1]. We omit the details in the
proof which follows.
By introducing the new variable z by setting u=u!+v!+z, using (4.1),
the AllenCahn equation with conserved mass becomes
zt+(u!!+v
!
!) !4 =&[L0(u
!+v!+z)&L0(u!+v!)+u!! c
!] (4.52)
and we also require 0 z=0. Furthermore, we can require that z satisfies
the 3N orthogonality conditions
|
0
zu!!=0. (4.53)
Assume now that !0 # 0N$ is such that c
!0=0. Linearizing (4.52) at !=!0 ,
z=0 and letting ! , z^ be the variations of ! and z we get
{
z^t+( y!0! +v
!0
! ) !4 =&[L
!0 z^+u!0! c~
!0
! ! ],
|
0
z^u!0! =0, |
0
z^=0,
(4.54)
where L!0 is the linearization of L0(u!0+v!0+z) at z=0.
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The eigenvalue problem corresponding to (4.54),
{
*(z^+(u!0! +v
!0
! ) ! )=L
!0 z^+u!0! c
!0
! ! .
|
0
z^u!0! =0, |
0
z^=0,
(4.55)
almost separates as
{
*z^=L!0 z^,
|
0
z^u!0! =0, |
0
z^=0
(4.56)
and
*! =c!0! ! . (4.57)
Therefore the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (4.54) are approximately of
two forms; one being
*1<*1*2 } } } *3N ; (! 1, 0), ...(! 3N, 0),
where *1 , ...*3N are the eigenvalues of the 3N_3N matrix c!0! and !
1, ..., ! 3N
the corresponding eigenvectors. The estimates for c! in Theorem 3.1 imply
|*i |=O(=&2e&(2&=) d
!
), i=1, ..., 3N.
The other eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (4.54) are approximately of the
form
*3N+1*3N+2 ...; (0, z^3N+1), ...,
where *3N+1>+>0, + a constant independent of =.
Remark 4.6. From the proof of Theorem 1.3 and in particular from the
proof of Proposition 4.4 which implies that, given :>0, c!{0 on E: ,
provided =<=: , it follows that, as =  0 the set P==[! # 0N$ : c
!=0]
approaches the set K defined by
K=0Nd0>.: E
o
: , where E
o
: is the interior of E: . (4.58)
Since, in the definition of E: and therefore of K, conditions are imposed
not on all !i , i=1, ..., N but only on the ones satisfying d!i =d
!, it is to be
expected that there exist points in K which are not limits of sequences of
points !n # P=n when =n  0 as n  0. If K is a singleton, K=[! ] or is a
singleton modulus some symmetry of the problem then we have
lim
=  0
P==K. (4.59)
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FIGURE 7
This gives information on the asymptotic locations of the spikes. For
instance if 0 is a ball of radius r and N=1, each point ! # 0 such that
:<&!&<r&$ (we assume the ball 0 is centered at the origin) is in E:=E
o
:
and therefore K=[0]. If N=2, then K=[(!1 , !2) : !1=&!2=(r2)n,
&n&=1]. In fact any (!1 , !2)  &n&=1 (r2)(n, &n) is in the interior of E:
for some :. The situation is depicted in Fig. 7.
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5
From Theorem 3.1 and Eq. (4.2), a sufficient condition for u!+v! to be
a stationary solution with N spikes of both the AllenCahn with conserved
mass and CahnHilliard equations is that ! be a solution of
{i+O(e&(52)(&=) d
!
)=0, i=1, ..., N. (5.1)
Suppose that ! # 0Nd0 satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1.5. We shall
prove that for each 0<=<=N for some =N>0, in an =-neighborhood of !
there is a solution != of (5.1) and therefore a stationary solution u==
u! =+v! = of (1.1) and (1.5) with N spikes located at points !=1 , ..., !
=
N such
that
lim
=  0
!=i =! i , i=1, ..., N. (5.2)
Introduce a new variable ‘=‘1 , ..., ‘N by setting
!=! +
=
&~
‘, (5.3)
and observe that for each ! j # 7 ai
e&(&~ =) |!j&!i |uij=e&(2&~ =) d i
!
(e(‘i&‘j , u ij )u ij+=R(‘, =)), (5.4)
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where R, here and in the following, represents a smooth function of ‘ and
= which may change from line to line. We also have
e&(&~ =) |’&!i |k’i u
’
i =e
&(2&~ =) d i
!
(k’i e
2 (‘i , ui
’ )u’i +=R(‘, =)) (5.5)
for each ’ # 7 bi , where k
’
i is defined following (4.44). First we divide equa-
tion (5.1) by 1=12e&(2&~ =) d i
!
. Lemma 4.3, expressions (5.4) and (5.5) and the
assumption
d ! i< 54 d
! , i=1, ..., N
in Theorem 1.5, show that (5.1) is equivalent to
:
! j # 7 i
a
e(‘i&‘j , u ij )u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i e
2 (‘i , u i
’ )u’i ==
;R i (‘, =), (5.6)
provided =>0 is sufficiently small.
As in Section 1, let w=(w1 , ..., wN) # (R3)N be the vector defined by
wi= :
! j # 7 i
a
:ij u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
:’i u
’
i (5.7)
with :ij , :’i strictly positive numbers such that
! j # 7 ai , ! i # 7
a
j O : ij=:ji . (5.8)
Let K/(R3)N be the set of w generated by (5.7) when the numbers :ij ,
:’i >0 are changed in all possible ways that satisfy (5.8).
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that assumptions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1.5 are
satisfied. Then, given w # K there exists ‘ such that
:
! j # 7 i
a
e(‘i&‘j , u ij )u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i e
2 (‘i , ui
’ ) u’i =wi , i=1, ..., N. (5.9)
Proof. Linearization of Eq. (5.9) at a generic ‘ # (R3)N yields
:
! j # 7 i
a
e(‘i&‘j , u ij )(‘ i&‘ j , u ij) u ij
+ :
’ # 7 i
b
2k’i e
2 (‘i , ui
’ )(‘ i , u’i ) u
’
i =w^i , i=1, ..., N, (5.10)
where ‘ , w^ are the variations of ‘, w.
Equations (5.10) form a 3N-dimensional linear system in the 3N com-
ponents of ‘ . We claim that, provided condition (ii) is satisfied, the coefficient
matrix of system (5.10) is non-singular. To prove this, let d 1<d 2< } } } <d M,
be the MN distinct values of d!i , i=1, ..., N. Since in the equation of
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index i, there only appear the unknowns ‘ j such that d!

j d
!
i , system (5.10)
can be divided in M subsystems (5.10)1, ..., (5.10)M, (5.10)h being the
system of Eqs. (5.10) corresponding to all i # [1, ..., N] such that d!i =d
h.
We show that these can be solved one after the other starting from (5.10)1.
This order is needed since the property of being a nearest neighbor is not
symmetric.
(a) The coefficient matrix of (5.10)1 is nonsingular.
To see this we note that the l.h.s. of the equation of index i in system
(5.10)1 is the gradient, with respect to ‘ i of the function ,1 defined by
,1= 14 :
h
:
k
a2hk (‘ h&‘ k , u hk)
2+ :
d h
! =d 1
:
’ # 7 h
b
b’ 2h (‘ h , u
’
h)
2, (5.11)
|! h&! k |=d
1
where a2hk=e
(‘h&‘k , u hk), b’ 2h =k
’
he
2 (‘h , u’ h ). Note that (a) is equivalent to ,1
being a positive definite quadratic form. ,1 is clearly positive semidefinite.
To see that, ,1 is in fact positive definite, provided condition (ii) is satis-
fied, it suffices to observe that ,1 is strictly positive whenever the vectors
‘ h such that d!

h=d
1, violate equations (1.9). It follows that system (5.10)1
has a unique solution. That is, if i1 , ..., iN1 are the values i such that d
!
i =d
1
there are vectors ‘ i1 , ..., ‘ iN1 that solve system (5.10)
1.
(b) Assuming that the values ‘ i of ‘ i corresponding to the i such that
d!i <d
n have been determined by solving system (5.10)1, ..., (5.10)n&1, we
show that system (5.10)n has a unique solution.
After moving the terms containing the ‘ j , corresponding to indices j such
that d!j <d
n, to the r.h.s., the l.h.s. of the equation of index i in system
(5.10)n is the gradient, with respect to ‘ i of the function ,n defined by
,n= 14 :
h
:
k
a2hk (‘ h&‘ k , u hk)
2+ 12 :
d h
! =d n
:
d k
! <d n
! k # 7
a
h
a2hk (‘ h , u hk)
2
|! h&! k | =d n
+ :
d h
! =d n
:
’ # 7 n
b
b’ 2h (‘ h , u
’
h)
2. (5.12)
The same argument used in (a) shows that, provided condition (ii) in
Theorem 1.5 is satisfied, ,n is a positive definite quadratic form.
Let R3N % ‘  g(‘)=(gi (‘), ..., gN(‘)) # K, where gi (‘), i=1, ..., N is given
by the l.h.s. of Eq. (5.6). Then (a), (b), and the Implicit Function Theorem
imply that, for each ‘ # R3N there are neighborhoods N and M of ‘ and
g(‘), such that g|N : N  M is a diffeomorphism.
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(c) If B/K is bounded, then g&1(B) is bounded.
Let G1/G2/ } } } /GM=[! 1 , ..., ! N] be defined by
Gk=[! i : d!

i d
k]
and let Dk be the cardinality of Gk. By renumbering the points ! 1 , ..., ! N we
may assume that i j O d!i d
!
j . Then we have that, for 1iD
k, gi (‘)
only depends on ‘1 , ..., ‘Dk . Therefore the map Gk : R3D
k
 R3D
k
given by
(‘1 , ..., ‘Dk)  (g1(‘), ..., gDk(‘)), is well defined. We shall show by induction
that for the maps G1, ..., GM the pre-image of any bounded set is bounded.
(I) B1 bounded O (G1)&1(B1) bounded.
To simplify notation we note that to prove this is the same as to prove
(c) under the assumption that M=1. Therefore, we assume M=1. If (c) is
violated, then there is a sequence [‘n] and a constant C such that &‘n&
  and &g(‘n)&<C, as n  . By passing to a subsequence, if necessary,
we can also assume that zn=‘n&‘n& converges to some limit z as n  . Let
{n :=max[(zni &z
n
j , u ij), 2 (z
n
i , u
’
i ): j # 7
a
i , ’ # 7
b
i , i=1, ..., N].
We claim that the limit
{ :=max[(zi&zj , u ij) , 2 (zi , u’i ): j # 7
a
i , ’ # 7
b
i i=1, ..., N] (5.13)
of {n as n   is strictly positive. From assumption (i) and d!i =d
1,
i=1, ..., N (recall that we are under the assumption that M=1) there exist
strictly positive numbers :ij , :’i , such that
{ :! j # 7 ia :iju ij+ :’ # 7 ib :’i u’i =0, i=1, ..., N:ij=:ji . (5.14)
Multiplying (5.14) by zi and adding the N equations so obtained yields
:
i
:
! j # 7 i
a
:ij (zi , u ij )+:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
:’i (zi , u
’
i ) =0.
From :ij=:ji and u ij=&u ji , it follows that this equation is equivalent to
1
2 :
i
:
j
:ij (zi&z j , u ij) +:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
:’i (zi , u
’
i ) =0. (5.15)
|! i&! j |=2d 1
Suppose that {0. Assumption (ii) and (5.13) then imply that at least
one of the numbers (zi&zj , u ij) , (zi , u’i ) is strictly negative. This and
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the fact that the numbers :ij , :’i are strictly positive contradicts (5.15).
Therefore we have {>0.
From the definition of {n we have
_nij :=
e(‘ i
n&‘ j
n , u ij)
e&‘n& { n
=
e&‘ n& (z i
n&zj
n , u ij )
e&‘ n& {n
1,
and
_ni’ :=
e2 (‘ i
n , ui
’ )
e&‘ n & {n
=
e2 &‘ n & (z i
n , u i
’ )
e&‘ n& {n
1.
By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that the
sequences _nij and _
n
i’ , n=1... are convergent. For each i, we let 7
a
i be the
set of the ! j # 7 ai such that _
n
ij  1 as n   and 7
b
i the set of the ’ # 7
b
i
such that _ni’  1 as n  . Notice that the definition of {
n implies that
there exists a pair [i, j] or a pair [i, ’ ] such that _nij=1, n=1, ... or _
n
i’ =1,
n=1, ... . It follows that the sets 7 ai and 7
b
i , i=1, ..., N cannot be all empty.
Therefore,
:
! j # 7 i
a , ! i # 7 j
a
1+:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
k’i >0.
We also observe that (zi&zj , u ij) ={, or 2 (zi , u’i ) ={ is a necessary
condition to have _nij  1, or _
n
i’  1, respectively, as n  .
If we divide the identity
:
! j # 7 i
a
e(‘ i
n&‘ j
n , u ij )u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i e
2 (‘ i
n , ui
’ )u’i = g i (‘
n) (5.16)
by e&‘n& {n and take the limit as n  , we get
:
! j # 7 i
a
u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i u
’
i =0, i=1, ..., N, (5.17)
where we have used the definitions of 7 ai and 7
b
i and also the fact that
&gi (‘n)&<C. Taking the scalar product of (5.17) with zi and summing over
the index i yields
:
i
:
! j # 7 i
a
(z i , u ij) +:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
k’i (zi , u
’
i )
= 12 :
! i # 7 j
a , ! j # 7 i
a
ij
(zi&zj , u ij) +:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
k’i (zi , u
’
i )
=\ 12 :
! i # 7 j
a , ! j # 7 i
a
ij
1+:
i
:
’ # 7 i
b
k’i + {=0 (5.18)
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which is impossible because, as we have seen, the coefficient of { in (5.18)
is positive and { is also positive. This contradiction proves I.
(II) If Bk/R3Dk bounded O (Gk)&1 (Bk) bounded. Then the same is
true for k+1
To simplify the notation, we only consider the case M=2. Modulo some
notational complication, the proof of the general case is the same. As
before, if (c) is violated, then there is a sequence ‘n as in I. Again, we can
prove that {>0. Moreover, from I it follows that
zi=0, i=1, ..., D1
therefore if, as in I, we divide the identity (5.16) by e&‘ n&{ and take the limit
as n  , we obtain
{
0=0,
:
d j
! =d 2
! j # 7
a
b
u ij+ :
dj
! <d 2
! j # 7 i
a
u ij+ :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i u
’
i =0,
i=1, ..., D1
i=D1+1, ..., D2=N, (5.19)
where 7 ai and 7
b
i are defined as before. Notice that if ! j # 7
a
i and d
!
j <d
2
then
lim
n  
(zni &z
n
j , u ij) =(z i , u ij)={ (5.20)
because zj=0. Multiplying Eqs. (5.19) by zi and summing over i we get
_ 12 :
|! i&! j |=2d 2
ij
! i # 7 j
a , ! j # 7 i
a
1+ :
D1<iD2 \ :
d j
! <d 2
! j # 7 i
a
1+ 12 :
’ # 7 i
b
k’i +& {=0 (5.21)
which contradicts (5.19). This proves II and therefore (c) is also proved.
We have already seen that g(R3N) is open. From (c) and a standard
argument it follows that g(R3N) is also closed. This and the fact that K is
a convex set and therefore arcwise connected, imply that g: R3N  K is a
diffeomorphism.
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.5 we observe that by (i),
0 # K. This and Lemma 5.1 imply there exists ‘ such that g(‘ )=0. From the
proof of Lemma 5.1 we know that the derivative g$(‘ ) is nonsingular and
therefore the Implicit Function Theorem implies the existence of a unique
‘=, continuous in =0 and such that ‘=  ‘ as =  0, which is a solution of
(5.6). It follows that !==! +(=&~ ) ‘= is a solution of (5.1) and therefore
from Theorem 3.1 u==u!=+v!= is a stationary solution of (1.1) and (1.5)
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with N spikes and that localize at ! 1 , ..., ! N as =  0. We also note that
from the definition of u! and the estimates for v! in Theorem 3.1 it follows
that
lim
=  0
u=(x)=u if x  [!1 , ..., !N]
uniformly on compacts set, and
lim
=  0
u=(! =i )=U*(0, \
o), i=1, ..., N.
This concludes the proof.
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